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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction and Problem Statement
For many years, archaeology in the Southeastern United States has been
dominated by prehistoric investigations. Often, the only historic period sites considered
of any importance were those affiliated with famous individuals and events in history. A
classic example of this is the long-running excavations at Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello
in Virginia. Since the 1960s, archaeologists have begun to give more attention to historic
sites with little or no historical documentation, or those sites once considered of little
importance. Examples of these sites are the thousands of small farmstead sites that
cultural resource management (CRM) projects encounter on a near-daily basis. Rural
farmsteads have been the focus of numerous archaeological excavations and research
projects (Cabak and Inkrot 1997; Lukezic 1990; Neiman 2008; O’ Brien 1984). Such
research has increased our knowledge of rural farmstead archaeology, although little
research has been conducted that considers rural farmsteads within the complexities of
rural Historic settlement patterns. Some archaeologists have approached studies focused
on farmsteads and settlement patterns (Cabak and Inkrot 1997; Lukezic 1990; O’ Brien
1984). However, most historic farmstead studies tend to approach one site at a time
(Groover 2005; Kullen and Walitschek 1991; Pietak and Holland 2002). Then the site is
placed within its given historical, political, and economic context in relation to the rest of
the region or time period. The limited use of survey-level archaeological data to
1

investigate rural settlement patterns has inspired this thesis research in order to fill this
void.
Current historic archaeological studies use theories that have produced less-thansatisfying explanations for changes that occurred among historic farmsteads throughout
the entirety of the historic period. Often these explanations tend to be proximate in
nature and only explain how changes in farmsteads took place. One such theory is world
systems theory. “In world systems theory, interpretive emphasis is placed upon the
development of wealth and valuable commodities, such as agricultural products and
industrial goods, and how the creation of these items has profoundly influenced the life
experience of households in different parts of the world” (Groover 2008:18). This theory
attempts to explain changes that take place in the world through a complex web of
economic, profit-oriented activities (Groover 2008:19). World systems theory describes
change as being directional in nature, with one form of cultural ideas replacing another.
This is one problem with the theory as used to explain change in the archaeological
record. Change in culture is not necessarily unidirectional, nor does it occur in stages.
Instead, cultural change is “a selective rather than a transformational process” (O’Brien
and Holland 1996:183). Another problem with world systems theory is that that it
attempts to use broad-scale changes to explain change at a more regional and finer scale.
This top-down view of change does not provide the resolution needed to explain change
in areas where the “expected” path of change is not followed. Instead, change may take
place at a slower pace or in a different direction as compared to other surrounding areas.
In Neiman’s study of agricultural change at Monticello, he found that the change
from a monoculture system (tobacco) to diversified agriculture (rice, cotton, wheat, and
tobacco) caused an increase in the land owner’s investment in infrastructure and slave
2

living conditions (Neiman 2008). The archaeological evidence, which is at the local
scale, was used in providing the ultimate explanation for change that Neiman observed
throughout the piedmont region of Virginia during the lifetime of Thomas Jefferson. The
local scale that Neiman used for his work provides the resolution needed to explain the
changes he saw in the archaeology of Monticello. This is the same scale of investigation
that will be used for this thesis.
An additional problem with contemporary historical archaeology research designs
is that they tend to use a thematic approach to examine change through time. This
approach tends to section time and not view it as continuous. As Groover states, “an
interpretive context is created by defining important time periods within a culture history
approach that allows identification of diachronic change and continuity, such as the
colonial (ca. a.d.1500 to 1790), antebellum (1790 to 1865), postbellum (1865 to 1900),
and modern (1900 to 1950) periods” (Groover 2008:18). The sectioning of time often
treats these periods as homogenous and change as being transformational from one period
to the next. In reality, time is continuous and without stages. Evolutionary theory “treats
time as a continuous rather than discontinuous variable, although this in no way suggests
that time cannot be sliced into manageable units” (O’Brien and Lyman 2000a:78). The
key point to keep in mind is that these units of time are purely arbitrary and do not exist
in the natural world. As O’Brien and Lyman state, “if the units were real, we would not
argue about where to make the break” in the continuum of time (O’Brien and Lyman
2000a:78). In addition, the thematic approach in studying settlement pattern change can
be limited by focusing more on types of change and less on when it occurred. The
temporal aspect of change is often glossed-over and the cause of change is attributed to
some historical event such as the American Civil War or Great Depression. In some
3

instances, the most important question may not be how change occurred, but when it
occurred. Such an example can be when modernization of rural farmsteads occurred in
the South. Temporal control is an important aspect of analyzing settlement patterns, but
is often derived from common historical knowledge.
For these reasons, I use Darwinian evolutionary theory as the theoretical basis for
this thesis research. Darwinian theory provides the framework to examine occupational
variations in the phase I archaeological survey-level data recorded for historic farmstead
sites in my survey area. By using Darwinian evolutionary theory, I am able to track
“units through time and across space to produce a historical narrative about lineages of
particular variants” (O’Brien and Lyman 2000a:77). These allow me to record and
analyze the relative duration of each historic farmstead across the entire historic period to
establish and compare the relationships between short-duration and long-duration
occupations. Also, Darwinian evolutionary theory provides an ultimate explanation for
why there is a “differential persistence of lineages in particular time-space contexts”
(O’Brien and Lyman 2000a:77). The persistence of particular lineages over other
lineages is caused by selective pressures acting on the individuals, families, communities,
and towns in east-central Mississippi.
The success or failure of farmsteads can be attributed to a shift in the scale of
selection. Selection is the main process by which evolution works. As European and
African populations settled Mississippi, the scale of selection moved from an established
community of origin to the individual or family. When these individuals or families left
an established area, they also left the relative stability and support mechanisms of that
community. Therefore, the settlers opened themselves up to greater competition for
resources and the “slight differences between individuals mattered” (Ramenofsky
4

1995:135). This is the shift in the scale of selection that would place survival on
individual households. Once a larger number of people had populated interior
Mississippi, towns, transportation routes, and infrastructure were established. This
provided residents easier access to manufactured goods, news, and means to ship cash
crops to foreign markets. Development of towns allowed for the scale of selection to be
raised from the individual or family back to the level of the community, as it had been for
older colonial communities.
These hypothesized shifts in selection could occur simultaneously at various rates
for different families and communities, with varying amounts of influence. Also, the
shifts in selection could occur in any given direction at any given time or place. O’Brien
and Lyman discussed shifts in the scale of selection on projectile points that are similar to
the shifts in scale proposed here. O’Brien and Lyman noted that “scale shifts are from
the complete weapon to the point (type) and from the point (type) to attributes of the
hafting element” (O’Brien and Lyman 2000b: 336). This type of shift is not necessarily
progressive or directional; it merely shows that the scale of selective pressures has
changed. The results of selective pressures placed on historic settlement, from the
earliest pioneers to the latest mid-twentieth century farmsteads, are present in the
archaeological and historical records. The scale of investigation is an important factor
when answering questions about the archaeological record. Rarely are multiple scales
used to analyze settlement patterning in archaeology. Charles E. Orser, Jr., stated that
“continued research on scale and particularly multiscalar forms of analysis attests to the
significance of this subject in historical archaeology” (Orser 2010). This thesis uses
different scales of selection to identify selective pressures and indicators of success and
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failure (Table 1.1). Evolutionary theory should work well with the phase I-level data for
hundreds of historic farmsteads recorded in the survey area.
Table 1.1 was created to show the expected scales of selection and measures of
success and failure for historic occupations in the study area. There are two expected
shifts in the scale of selection for the study area. The shifts in the scale of selection are
expected to occur rapidly. From an evolutionary perspective, competition is the main
driving force behind the rapid changes that are expected as a result of selection.
Competition among farmsteads, communities, and peripheral cities spur functional
innovations in communication, transportation, and agricultural strategies. Such
innovations can provide economic or technological advantages over other individuals.
Those individuals are then forced to abandon antiquated strategies or technologies and
adapt to those new changes to successfully compete. This process transpires quickly to
keep the gap between the individuals, communities, and cities close. An example of a
rapid shift in technology occurred with the replacement of horse-and-buggy with the
invention of cars with small and powerful internal-combustion engines.
Initially the scale is set at the individual family or farmstead during the settlement
of the study area in the early 19th century. Hypothetically, the main selective pressure
that acted on these first hardy settlers was the environment. These selective forces
included access to drinkable water and access to productive agricultural lands. During
the frontier period of settlement, the majority of the farmers living in the study area were
subsistence yeoman farmers. These farmers were primarily concerned with obtaining the
largest amount of ideal farm land possible. Archaeological survey and soil data, historical
population and agricultural census, and post office data are used to investigate the
expected measures of success and failure in the study area during the frontier period.
6

During this settlement period, I expect to see relatively large farm sizes and the first
establishment of post offices in the study area. In addition, I expect to find the longduration farmsteads located on the “ideal” agricultural lands, while the short-duration
farmsteads should be located on the least desirable lands, if soil quality was a selective
factor, and equating occupational duration with success.
After the initial settlement of the study area, a shift in the scale of selection moves
from the individual farmstead to that of the local community. This is a period of
population infilling and the development of the local community. In the mid to late 19th
century, the population demographics of the study area reflect a mixture of subsistence
farmers like landowners, tenants, and sharecroppers and specialists like doctors, lawyers,
blacksmiths, and merchants. The subsistence farmers developed a close connection to the
economic market, with an increased focus on market-oriented farming strategies. This
market connection could be indicated by the presence of a variety of manufactured
domestic artifacts in the archaeological record. Competition between the small local
communities for access to markets, transportation routes, and communication links acted
as the major selective pressure. Archaeological survey, historical population and
agricultural census, and post office data are used to investigate the expected changes
during the development of the local communities. I expect to see a dramatic rise in the
number of farmstead sites in the study area, as well as an increase in the number of post
offices. The increase in the number of farmsteads and post office locations is expected to
be caused by an increase in the number of landowners, tenants, and sharecroppers living
in the study area. I also expect to see a decrease in the average farm size as the number
of landowners in the area peaked. The decrease in the average farm size is expected to be
caused by the rising land holding population with a restricted amount of land on which to
7

establish farms. In addition to the rise in population, I anticipate a rise in the number of
specialist jobs as well, as communities better equipped with specialists would be at a
competitive advantage.
The final projected shift in the scale of selection is the urbanization of peripheral
cities and decline of the local communities in the study area. This shift in the scale of
selection is expected to occur around the turn of the 20th century. The selective pressures
at the scale of the peripheral cities are still focused on competition for access to markets,
transportation routes, and communication. The demographics of the study area during
this period should still be composed of a mixture of subsistence/market-oriented farmers
and specialists. The major change that is anticipated in the population data should be a
decrease in the total population for the study area and a rise in the peripheral cities. Also,
I expect a drop in the number of farms and a rise in the average size of farms, as people
were drawn to the urban centers, creating a situation where even slight competitive
advantages among remaining landholders could be maximized. Finally, decreases in the
number of post offices and occupied farmsteads should be expected during this last
period of historic settlement for the study area as local communities declined.
Archaeological survey, population and agricultural census, and post office data are used
to investigate these expected changes in the area.
For my research problem, I use time spans of artifacts classes as a proxy for site
occupation duration, a measure of success or failure in the development of rural historic
site settlement patterning in east-central Mississippi. My research area is a large, 30,420
acre lignite coal mine survey area in southwestern Kemper and northwestern Lauderdale
Counties (Figure 1.1). Field work in this area was conducted for the North American
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Coal (NAC) Corporation due to the requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (Rafferty et al. 2009).
The study area and its 30,420 acres compose the universe for this thesis research.
The survey was conducted within the boundary of the study area, but cannot be
considered a true random sample. Only 36% of the total study area was included in the
data used in this thesis, which encompasses the first 406 sites recorded by June 2009.
The private land holdings in the study area could only be surveyed once permission was
given by the current landowners to survey the land. More of the study area has been
surveyed since, but the information was not available during the writing of this thesis.
The surveyed land does not represent the entire study area as a whole. Instead, the
surveyed area is used to characterize the universe that is the study area. The study area is
located between the towns of DeKalb and Meridian, Mississippi, here referred to as
periphery towns.

9

Table 1.1

Model showing hypothesized scales of selection and expected measures of
success and failure.

Settlement
Period

Scale of
Selection

Selective
Pressures

Demographics

Measures
of Success/
Failure

Data Sources

Frontier

Farmsteads

Environment
(access housing,

Subsistence
farmers

Duration
Increase in
farm sizes
access to
ideal
farming
soils

Archaeological
survey
Agriculture
census
Population
census

Mixture of
subsistence
farmers and
specialists
(doctors,
lawyers,
blacksmiths,
merchants,
and machinists

Increase in
specialists
Increase in
farmsteads
Increase in
post offices
locations
Decrease in
farm sizes

Archaeological
survey
Population
census
Agriculture
census
Post office data

Mixture of
subsistence
farmers and
specialists
(decline in study
area
population with

Increase in
population
of the
counties
and major
towns
Increase in
farm sizes
Decrease in
post offices
Decrease in
farmsteads

Archaeological
survey
Population
census
Agriculture
census
Post office data

pasture,
farming soils)

Community
growth

Local
communities

Competition
between
communities for
access to
markets,
transportation,
and
communication

Urbanization/
Community
decline

Periphery
towns

Competition
Between
periphery towns

movement of
people
to more
successful
towns)
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Figure 1.1

Map of the study area including Kemper and Lauderdale counties.

Both of these cities are the county seats of their respective counties. The sample area is
located in the hinterland between these transportation, communication, and financial
11

centers. The changes through time in these two counties should be observable in the
hinterland as shifts occurred in the scale of selection for the study area.
The variation in occupational duration and its use as a measure of the overall
success or failure of farmsteads throughout the historic period is a main focus of this
thesis. Occupations were measured to determine the approximate span of their duration,
which in turn can be taken to indicate the relative success or failure of each farmstead.
This research was based on phase I-level data recovered from systematic shovel testing
and general surface collections. Therefore, the precision with which the duration of any
given occupation can be calculated was limited by the information that can be ascertained
from the artifact collection for that occupation. Determining the duration for any
occupation is one of the toughest questions that an archaeologist can ask and attempt to
answer. Often, the delineation of an occupation’s duration can only be thoroughly
ascertained from phase II or phase III testing. These excavations can be further aided by
historical documentation such as census records, land deeds, tax rolls, and local histories.
Given the fact that farmsteads are as numerous as they are, searching and finding such
information for each site is not always practical for such large survey projects, and such
information may not be equally available for all sites. Still, the historical sources are an
integral part of this thesis that provides additional information to strengthen my
arguments concerning the different occupation durations for farmstead sites.
For this thesis research, the historical documentation of historic farmsteads was
somewhat limited, so the determination of each occupation’s duration was mainly derived
from the archaeological collections made during the course of the survey. The relative
lack of historical records and the generally small size of the archaeological collections
made the determination of occupational duration difficult, but not impossible. The
12

duration measurements I used were, in actuality, estimations derived from
chronologically sensitive artifacts found at any given historic farmstead site. Keeping in
mind these limitations of the data, the relative duration spans obtained were sufficient for
the level of my analysis of the NAC survey data.
As detailed in chapter three, a minimum number of artifacts were required to
produce a reliable relative duration span for any given occupation based on ceramic
modes, nails, bottles, window glass, brick dating, and any other diagnostic artifacts in the
collections. This minimum number of artifacts is being used in an effort to limit the
effects of small artifact sample sizes. All the assemblages containing the minimum
number of artifacts were analyzed, and a mean occupation span was calculated for the
entire group, allowing the separation of occupations into long-duration, medium-duration,
and short-duration.
The sites were mapped and duration data were joined using a Geographic
Information System. This was done to identify any relationships between site location
and preferred lands for housing, agriculture and herding, and occupations’ relationships
to historically known locations of Federal post offices. The soil and historical records
were drawn from county soil surveys, GIS data layers from the Mississippi Automated
Resources Information System (http://www.maris.state.ms.us/), and from the United
States Postal records. Population census and agricultural census information were also
included in this research as standardized lines of historic documentary evidence, and
were used along with the archaeological record to identify possible measures of success
or failure in the survey area. Historical information also was used to provide a historical
backdrop for the people who lived in the study area.

13

Lastly, post office data were used to study the development of the study area over
time. A total of nine post office locations were identified in and around the study area.
The post office data includes information on the founding and closing of post offices as
well as the names of the post masters for each location. The first post office in the study
area was founded in 1836. As the hinterland between DeKalb and Meridian developed,
more post offices were founded in the survey area. The last post office to close in the
study area was in 1967. This information provided valuable insight about the changes in
the development of the communities in the study area over time.
Framed within evolutionary theory, such archival resources should aid
archaeologists in identifying, measuring, and mapping variability in both the historical
and archaeological records. The archival and historical data are primarily used at the
community level for mapping long-term trends in the area. The archaeology focuses on
selection at individual historic occupation (individual farmstead) level, community level,
and at the level of major towns in each county. One power of evolutionary theory lies in
its ability to explain change at different scales. It is this ability that was needed to
provide an explanation for how changes in the scale of selection have impacted the
relative success or failure of individual farmsteads and communities in the survey area.
The idea is to use archaeology as a rigorous and repeatable science that can explain the
variability within the historical archaeological records. I believe this is the solution to
the current trend of descriptive research in historical archaeology.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE
The archaeological literature related to success or failure of historic rural
settlement is limited at best. Most of the literature related to the study of historic site
archaeology in the Southeast is focused on specific time spans within the historic period.
The majority of the historic archaeological studies that take place are at the phase II or III
(excavation) level, with survey-level material used for “initial” site significance
determinations. This is the basic process for any CRM project, but the fact remains that
site survey provides the basic information to determine the “location, size, and period of
occupation of specific sites and create an overall site inventory for the archeological
project area” (Groover 2008:26). This level of information should be sufficient for largescale and long-time-scale research questions related to rural settlement patterning. It is in
this area that the archaeological literature is lacking. Most archaeological publications
are, again, site-specific, and deal with specific subjects or time periods.
Although Groover has made a case for historical contexts at the regional and state
level, there has been little attention given to settlement patterns in general (Groover
2008). Instead, more and more individual site reports have been published with little
effort to synthesize the last twenty to thirty years of archaeological knowledge. Such
time-specific and subject-specific examples will be discussed in this section. There are a
number of questions and areas of interest that fall under the blanket of historical
archaeology. Two particular areas of research include the settlement of frontiers and the
15

modernization of farmsteads in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Both of
these research areas have a large body of literature from which archaeologists can draw.
Even so, more work needs to be conducted to fully understand the patterning of sites and
the behaviors of the groups that established the farmsteads.
In American history, the settlement of the frontier played a major role in the
ideals of the country that created the motto, “manifest destiny”. Until the official closing
of the West in the early twentieth century, this country pushed into lands that comprised a
large part of the North American continent. Still today, pioneers are exploring lands in
the Alaskan wilderness and Canadian arctic. It is no wonder that the archaeology of
frontiers and development of land has gained a lot of attention from archaeologists.
As new public lands were surveyed under government contracts, a number of
factors played major roles in how people chose the tracts of land they bought and settled.
Such environmental factors included locations of water sources, good agricultural lands,
and access to timber. The individuals obtaining new lands were as varied as their
intentions for that land. Some hoped to settle it, while others hoped to speculate in prime
lands for a profit (O’Brien 1984). Whatever their backgrounds, settlers wanted to beat
their counterparts to claim the “best” lands they could find. Historic investigations have
shown that certain tracts of land are more attractive, while others tracts remained for sale.
This is due to the fact that the “best” tracts are bought up before less desirable tracts.
Two other important factors are the placement of transportation routes, mainly roads and
trails, and locations of towns and trade centers. For example, a large number of land
claims were granted around Paris, Missouri before the town was even established
(O’Brien 1984). Settlers took huge gambles on such ventures in hope that they would
pay off economically when and if the town became a center of trade and commerce for
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the surrounding areas. Frontier settlement research often is focused on short time scales,
often less than a few decades. The decades in which settlement and speculation occur are
marked by rapid development and by complex factors in the settlement of new tracts.
Another research area to which archaeologists and historians have devoted a fair
amount of investigation is farm modernization. This area of study normally focuses on
the later portion of the nineteenth century and the early twentieth century. The analysis
of standing domestic architecture and outbuildings can provide some limited information
on this subject. Another indication of farmstead modernization was mechanization,
which led to larger farms with more acreage dedicated to production and worked by a
smaller number of individuals (Cabak and Inkrot 1997). This kind of change was spurred
by the development of new farm machinery and cash-crop agriculture. The development
of cash-crop agriculture in the South before and after the Civil War forced more farmers
to become dependant on manufactured goods. This reliance on imported domestic goods,
coupled with their high prices, often led to poverty for farmers in the South. The
modernization of farmsteads in the South did not occur all at once or in any given period
of time. Instead, variability within the evolutionary process led to each farmstead taking
a different route to modernization, if it occurred at all (Ahlman 1996). Some farmsteads
did not follow the trend of modernization, as a number of other possibilities existed, such
as discontinuing the practice of farming. Stine found from results of excavation of two
farmsteads, one occupied by a white family and one by a black family, that the
archaeological record was complex and that the two farmsteads were not that different
from each other. As Stine states, “Twentieth-century rural sites were farmed by blacks
and whites whose position on the agricultural ladder tended to rise and fall with varied
circumstances” (Stine 1990:48-49). This is the other side of modernization. Lands from
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failing farms could be bought and put into the ownership of a farmer who has found a
way to succeed where others have failed.
Research in historical archaeology tends to be designed around phase II- and
phase III-level excavations for generating the bulk of the interpretive data. Phase I
survey data mostly have been used for the initial discovery of historic sites and recording
basic site information. In fact, a fair number of publications from archaeologists around
the United States have recommended better research designs when it comes to
determining site significance and resource management (e.g., Peacock and Patrick 1997;
Smith 1990; Wilson 1990). Although this subject is not directly related to this thesis
research, the use of survey-level data to design better research on historic sites is. After
all, phase I-level investigations dictate whether the expenditure of further time and
money are warranted at those sites. If this level of investigation is able to provide data
sufficient to warrant further excavations, then it should also be able to provide valuable
research information in its own right.
When dealing with historic sites, the sheer numbers make it difficult for
archaeologists to know how to handle them all. In fact, it gets to a point where many
archaeologists consider them a “dime a dozen,” and a redundant phenomenon in the
archaeological record. To change this mindset, the importance of these historic sites and
survey-level investigations needs to be realized. As John S. Wilson has suggested, “The
solution may lie in a more overtly systematic approach to the data at hand with the funds
and personnel at hand” (Wilson 1990:23). He proposed that more systematic use of
archival data would help in the determination of site significance. If this same thought
could be applied to survey-level data, then it also could be used for the “generation of
testable hypotheses appropriate to archaeological significance statements” (Wilson
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1990:24). Wilson’s use of archival records and archaeological collections allowed him to
establish the temporal spans of 107 sites, in addition to studying the occupancy patterns
as related to soil productivity for agriculture (Wilson 1990). His research shows that
survey-level materials are able to provide estimations of occupational duration.
Another publication that has dealt with site survey and its use for historic-period
site significance is one by Samuel Smith in Tennessee. His work, like that of Wilson and
Groover, has pushed for the development of contextual information. Instead of a broad
regional or even a state-level contextual model, Smith proposed a “county-as-community
approach” (Smith 1990:34). He and a few of his colleague conducted a number of field
surveys to establish his county-based models. As a result of these surveys, a number of
local ceramic production-related sites were identified and determined to be significant
based on the contextual information created from past surveys. The creation of these
county-level contexts holds great promise in understanding smaller regions within a state,
but they require a lot of time and energy to create. Once created, they would also need to
be maintained as new sites are recorded.
Another use of survey-level information in research is exploring the effect of soil
productivity on settlement locations. Wilson’s article touched on this issue and revealed
that soil productivity did have a role in economic stability of settlement through time
(Wilson 1990). Another such study investigated 18th century tobacco farm locations near
Williamsburg during the colonial period. Craig Lukezic proposed that “tobacco planters
would locate themselves near tobacco-suited soils, since tobacco plants are very sensitive
to the soils in which they grow” (Lukezic 1990:2). Lukezic included 324 sites in his
study, of which only 54 were confirmed archaeological sites. The remaining sites were
all recorded on historic maps produced by the French during the American revolutionary
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war. After choosing a number of survey blocks around Williamsburg, his results showed
that 87 percent of the sites sampled were in close proximity to ideal soils for tobacco
agriculture (Lukezic 1990). His work has shown that basic survey-level data, as well as
soil productivity measurements, can provide invaluable information to archaeologists
studying rural historic settlement patterning.
There is a limited amount of literature on evolutionary theory as applied to
historical archaeology. However, evolutionary theory has been used to explain complex
changes in the archaeological record with great success by Robert Dunnell and Fraser
Neiman. Robert C. Dunnell first suggested that the rise of complex societies coincided
with the “breakdown of kin-based organization and the appearance of functional
specialization” (Dunnell 1996:28). He explained the development of complex societies
as a shift in the scale of selection from the individual to the group. When this happens,
the success or failure of a community is now based on the members of that community
and their actions. In rural America, the development or decline of cash crop agriculture
and industry could directly or indirectly impact all the members of a community. Such a
shift in the scale of selection is employed in this thesis to investigate the development of
rural farmstead settlement in Kemper and Lauderdale counties from 1830 to 1950.
Economic and agricultural specialization during the 19th and early 20th centuries
presumably spurred swift functional changes in the development of the study area. As
more specialization was introduced, the higher the scale of selection was raised during
the development of the study area over time. These changes are best explained by using
Dunnell’s idea of a shift in the scale of selection, as applied to the scales of individual
subsistence farmsteads, the developing rural community, and finally to the peripheral
cites.
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Fraser Neiman used evolutionary theory to explain changes in the Late Classic
period of Mayan monument building. Neiman found that during the collapse of Mayan
society, resource competition increased the competition between political polities through
wasteful advertisement in the form of monument construction. The construction of
monuments advertised the political strengths of the polities that new immigrants
encountered as they searched for resources (Neiman 1997). Neiman’s model of wasteful
advertisement among competing polities can be used to study the development of
competition between competing markets in the study area. DeKalb and Meridian
competed to attract people and their resources. The development of factories,
transportation networks, and lines of communication are the indicators of increased
competition between these two peripheral cities. These developments served a similar
function as the monumental construction projects did for Mayan societies in recruiting
people and resources. Neiman’s model provides a useful way to evaluate the competition
between the two peripheral cities and its impact on the study area hinterland between
those two cites.
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CHAPTER III
FIELD AND ANALYTICAL METHODS
Field Methods
This thesis is a collections-based research project using results of survey work
being done for the NAC Archaeological Survey Project. The field methods are all based
on the guidelines set by the Mississippi Department of Archives and History (Sims 2001).
In survey areas with visible open ground, a general surface collection method was
employed for the collection of artifacts. Such areas include logging or field roads,
improved fields, and any eroded area showing bare ground (Rafferty et al. 2009). The
majority of the survey area was covered in pine and hardwood forest, pastures, and
cutovers. In these areas, shovel testing was employed for site detection and recording.
Shovel tests were placed at 30 meter intervals and dug to 30 cm or clay on all elevated
areas. Such areas include ridges, saddles, terraces, and high spots in floodplains
(Rafferty et al. 2009).
Once a site was located, shovel tests were dug in the cardinal directions at ten
meter intervals until two tests were barren of artifacts. A marked change in the terrain,
e.g. a ridge slope, could also have ended a shovel test line (Rafferty et al. 2009).
Artifacts from each shovel test were labeled and bagged separately to identify any
patterning within the site. Once a site’s boundaries were established, each shovel test
was mapped on a field map. Included on these field maps were any features visible at the
site, including brick piles, wells, cisterns, standing structures, ponds and privies (Rafferty
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et al. 2009). Then the site’s soil profiles were measured and described and the site’s
location was recorded using a handheld GPS unit. In addition to general surface
collection and shovel testing, tractor-mounted auguring was conducted on the broad
floodplains that cover a large amount of the survey area. Each augur test was spaced at
500 meter intervals to identify any buried artifact-bearing deposits (Rafferty et al. 2009).
If buried cultural strata were discovered, more testing in the same manner as discussed
above was to be employed.
The analysis of the NAC survey collections focused on establishing the duration
for Historic-period occupations. At the end of December 2009, 406 sites had been
recorded for 36% of the surveyed mine area. Of these, 65 contained historic occupations
with fifty or more recovered artifacts. Protohistoric and Historic Indians sites have been
identified in the survey area as well. These are of great importance in the history of the
area and of the Southeast in general, but they were not considered in this research, as the
factors involving duration may vary from those affecting Euro-American settlement. If a
Historic-period occupation could be distinguished from an earlier prehistoric or
Protohistoric occupation at the same site, then it was used.
All 65 historic sites were determined to be farmsteads based on the variety of
domestic artifacts (ceramics and container glass) and structural artifacts (bricks, nails,
window glass, and standing structures) recovered. The measurement of duration was
based on a number of dating methods, including mean ceramic dates, manufacturing
periods for nail types, window glass dates, manufacturing dates for container glass color,
seams, and closures, brick index dates, and ceramic and glass maker’s marks. Among the
more precise dating methods are mean ceramic dating, window glass dating, and brick
index dating (Elliott 1978; Moir 1983; South 1964, 1977). These methods were used to
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established reliable dates for each occupation while the other methods (bottle glass, glass
color, nail types, and ceramic manufacturing date ranges) were used to provide a general
duration span (Adams 2002; Edwards and Wells 1993; McKearin and McKearin 1941;
Price 1979; Samford 1997; Toulouse 1971). It was anticipated that the more precise
dating methods would produce dates that fell within the general duration range created
for any particular site. If they did not, then multiple occupations were indicated. In such
an instance, the two occupations were treated as two assemblages.
The first method to be employed for establishing calendar dates for each selected
occupation was mean ceramic dating. The mean ceramic dates were based on the
midpoint date of manufacturing for any specific ceramic type (Kullen and Walitschek
1991). The midpoint date is multiplied by the number of sherds for each particular style
of ceramic. These were totaled and then divided by the total number of sherds in the
assemblage, yielding the mean ceramic date for that particular site (South 1977). For this
study, all datable sherds were used to establish a reliable mean ceramic date for any given
site. It should be noted that for many of the sites selected from the survey area,
undecorated whiteware often made up the majority of the ceramic collections. It is
standard practice for many archaeologists to end the known manufacturing date range of
undecorated whiteware at 1900 (Brown 1982; Noel Hume 1970). Often, the end date for
undecorated whiteware is accompanied by a “+” symbol to indicate that the actual end
continued well into the 20th century (Noel Hume 1970). For this thesis, many of the
occupations are known to have continued well in to the twentieth century. So, a decision
was made to push forward the date of undecorated white-ware manufacturing to 1950.
This allowed for more accurate mean ceramic dates to be calculated for occupations that
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ended in the first half of the twentieth century. In addition, the 1950 end date also
provided more separation in the occupational duration dates once the data were graphed.
Flat glass, or window glass, dating was used to produce reliable calendar dates.
All glass was separated into two categories, bottle glass and flat glass. All flat glass was
double checked for any signs of curvature to remove any last remaining small pieces of
bottle glass. Then, an average thickness of the glass shards was taken to the nearest
thousandths of an inch and used in a linear regression formula to calculate the date for the
assemblage (Moir 1983). Finally, brick index dating was used to establish a date, where
possible, by measuring bricks in three dimensions. Bricks are known to decrease in size
until the 1930s, when brick manufacturing became standardized (Elliott 1978; South
1964). Brick measurements were compared to a brick index compiled from Mississippi
State University buildings with known dates of construction (Elliott 1978). Only three
sites produced brick index dates for this research.
A relative duration span was established for each occupation by analyzing its
artifact collection. To do this, I used an occupation duration estimation method created
by Vincas Steponaitis and Keith Kintigh (1993). They used the known date ranges of
ceramics to map all the ceramic types recorded for any site on a graph. From this graph,
four dates were obtained that included the earliest possible starting date, the latest starting
date, the earliest ending date, and finally the latest ending date (Steponaitis and Kintigh
1993). Once these dates were known, a midpoint method was used to average the earliest
and latest dates for the occupation’s establishment and termination (Steponaitis and
Kintigh 1993). Thus, an estimation of an occupation’s duration based on ceramics was
created. To increase the precision of the method, ceramic maker’s marks can be used to
refine the start and end date estimations as they are good diagnostics (Ingersoll 1993). A
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number of artifact collections were composed of only undecorated whiteware. This
meant that the occupational duration was the same as the manufacturing dates for
undecorated whiteware, which started in 1820 and which I ended in 1950. This produced
generous occupational durations compared with more diversified artifact collections with
tighter artifact date ranges. The inclusion of the mean ceramic dates, window glass dates,
and the brick index dates helped to counteract such instances in the general occupation
duration ranges.
Although the method of Steponaitis and Kintigh (1993) was established for
ceramic artifacts, it can be used for all datable artifact types such as nail types, colored
glass, and container glass manufacturing styles. The use of earthenware and stoneware
also changed through time. Earthenware was the dominant form of ceramics early on,
with the introduction and increase in stoneware ceramics as time went on (Samford
1997). The identification of earthenware and stoneware was made on the basis of the
Moh’s hardness test for all ceramic sherds. Earthenware was classified as 5 or less on the
Moh’s scale. Stoneware ranges between 5 and 7, and porcelain will be 7 or higher on the
same scale (Price 1979). This information was then used to classify the historic ceramics
for establishing mean ceramic dates and constructing the duration measurement for each
occupation. A percentage was used with nail types when they could be identified as
wrought, cut, or wire. Nails changed through time, with wrought nails being used first,
then machine-made cut nails, and finally machine-made wire nails. Cut nails were the
mainstay style until wire nails replaced them about 1880 (Adams 2002). Often, a mixture
of the latter two styles will indicate a late nineteenth to early twentieth century date range
(Edwards and Wells 1993).
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Finally, glass color and container glass manufacturing styles were included to
establish a general duration range for any given site. The identification of specific
aspects of known dates, such as changes in glass color and container glass mold seams,
was employed. For glass colors, olive or dark olive green was used early in the 1800s
and later replaced by brown to light blue or turquoise colors (McKearin and McKearin
1941). Lastly, amethyst-colored glass is a good indication of glass made between 1880
and 1917 (McKearin and McKearin 1941). Mold seams and embossing also are good
indicators of time. Hand-blown glass was used in the early 1800s and was slowly
replaced by various mold manufacturing styles until the automatic bottling machine was
invented in 1904 (Toulouse 1971). Analyzing these types of artifacts allowed me to
establish a final date range for each occupation using all available date ranges on
individual artifact types.
In addition to using ceramics to determine occupational durations, decorated
historic ceramics were used to measure the economic status for each occupation. The CC
(cream-colored) index, developed by George Miller in 1980, uses known prices for
decorated ceramics to determine the relative value of ceramics in an archaeological
assemblage. The index is a simple and quick tool that provides economic data for an
abundant artifact type. To determine the value of an ceramic assemblage, all one has to
do is “count the number of vessels in each level, multiply this number by the index value
assigned to that level, sum the products and divide by the total number of vessels”
(VanderVeen 2007). The CC index can be used for plates, cups, and bowls (Miller
1991). This makes the CC index an indispensable tool for archaeologists studying an
historic community’s access to the larger economic world. The results from this analysis
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were placed into a scatter plot and ordered through time based on the mean ceramic date
of each artifact assemblage.
Once the duration of each eligible occupation had been determined, each
occupation was placed on a time-line graph to map its duration span. The duration scale
was arbitrarily set between the dates of 1750 and 1950. Occupation duration estimates
were transformed into Z-scores in Microsoft Excel. This allowed the normalization and
separation of each duration category: short-duration, medium-duration, and longduration occupations. Any occupations with a duration span equal to or less than (-).43
were classified as short-duration, while occupations with durations greater than the (+).43
were classified as long-duration. The majority of the occupations were between (-).43 and
(+).43. They were classified as medium-duration occupations. A final occupational
duration graph was created by ordering the calculated mean ceramic dates through time.
Ordering the assemblages through time in such a manner provides a more accurate
picture of settlement change in the study area than could be obtained by just ordering the
occupational durations through time alone.
Next, all site locations were placed into ArcGIS to analyze the patterning of site
duration. An analysis investigated the relationship between site locations and three soil
suitability classes and their influence on occupational duration. The soil information for
this ArcGIS analysis came from the maris.state.ms.us website, where a downloadable soil
association layer is available. In addition, soil surveys of Kemper and Lauderdale
Counties, available online from the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service’s
website (Brass 1999, Velton 1983), were consulted to aid in the classification of soil
types located in the survey area. The first step in the analysis was to identify all soil
types in the survey area. Those soil types were listed and then classified by their
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suitability in three categories. The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) bases
soil suitability for a number of purposes on physical properties and recorded crop yield
data for each soil type. Each soil type was researched for its suitability for the placement
of dwellings and outbuilding. The second area was the suitability of the soil types for use
as croplands. Finally, the last soil suitability category investigated was the use of soil as
pasture lands. The dwelling and cropland suitability areas were classified into four
subcategories. Those subcategories included well suited soils, moderately suited soils,
poorly suited soils, and finally unsuited soils.

The soil suitability of pasture lands was

classified into just two categories: well suited soils and moderately suited soils for
pastures. In total, ten subcategories of soil suitability classes were created and used in the
analysis (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1

List of soil types with percent of slope and soil suitability rating.

Soil Name
Sweatman fine sandy
loam
Sweatman fine sandy
loam
Smithdale fine sandy
loam
Smithdale fine sandy
loam
Smithdale fine sandy
loam

Slope

Cropland

Pasture

5-8%

Poorly suited

well suited

8-12%

Unsuited

8-35%

Poorly suited

8-12%

Poorly suited

12-17%

Bibb sandy loam

0-2%

Unsuited
moderately
suited

Binnville-Demopolis

2-5%

Poorly suited

Daleville sandy loam

0-2%

Poorly suited

well suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited

Ora fine sandy loam

2-5%

well suited

well suited

unsuited
moderately
suited

Ruston fine sandy loam

2-5%

well suited

well suited

Ruston fine sandy loam
Savannah fine sandy
loam
Savannah fine sandy
loam
Savannah fine sandy
loam

5-8%

well suited
moderately
suited

well suited

0-2%

well suited

well suited

2-5%

well suited
moderately
suited

well suited

well suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited

5-8%

well suited

Housing
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
moderately
suited
poorly suited
unsuited
poorly suited

The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) defines prime farmland
(cropland and pasture) soils as soils with an adequate and sufficient supply of water, a
balanced between acidity and alkalinity, and few or no rocks within the soil’s matrix. In
addition, the location of the soil should not allow for prolonged periods of standing water
or cause susceptibility to excessive erosion (Brass 1999, Velton 1983). The NRCS
defines ideal soils for building dwellings and outbuildings as those without a high water
table, those not prone to excessive flooding events, and those with an absence of shrink30

swell soil properties. In addition, the depth of the water table, the depth to bedrock, and
flooding are taken into consideration in determining the ease of excavation and
construction (Brass 1999; Velton 1983).
Analysis consisted of a nested query that first used a selection-by-attributes query
to locate specific soils types (e.g. well suited croplands). Then, from that selection, a
selection by location was used to identify the sites located on those specific soils. The
results of the query were then made into a new GIS shape-file layer. The total number of
occupations for each soil category was added up and then placed in a table to statistically
test the significance of the relationship between soil suitability and occupational duration.
A Fisher’s exact test was used to determine the significance between soil suitability and
occupational duration. The Fisher’s exact test was employed in this analysis because it
has no lower limit in the numerical data that can be used in the test, unlike a Chi-square
test (Fleiss 1981). As discussed in Chapter 1, it was expected that a majority of the longduration occupations would be located on well suited soils, while short- term occupations
would be located on less desirable, poorly suited or unsuitable soil types, especially in the
earlier occupations.
Population and Agriculture Census
In the United States, the census has been in use since 1790. Every decade, a
census has been conducted to take the names of families, total population, value of
property, annual income, and occupation of working individuals. The main purpose of
the census was to record the population to determine the number of state representatives
in the House of Representatives.
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Often, the information recorded by the census is not continuous. This is because
the census was reorganized every time it was issued, with different questions being
asked. The information on each census is somewhat different from decade to decade;
therefore, the information contained within each census was considered carefully. Also,
only about seventy percent of the population is accounted for during each census (Brewer
1983).
The lack of standardized spelling is another problem with census data, as is
locating the routes that census takers traveled. Even with such problems and biases,
census records are the most complete and standardized record of population and family
information available to historians and archaeologists. The census provided data about
human behavior and information about personal lives, such as place of origin, date of
birth, employment status, marital status, health, and veteran status. From each population
census record for the study area, a random selection of 10 pages was chosen that
represents each decade that the census was conducted. This information was recorded
and mapped through time to identify changes in occupations, such as shifts from farming
to logging, as has been historically documented in the South during the 1890s and early
1920s (Adkins 1972). It is this kind of information that was used to identify any trends in
the census data for the study area between 1840 and 1930. Also included are the
agricultural census records from 1840 to 1950. This historical record provides
information on the value and amount of farmlands, machinery, crops, and livestock for
each decade. Occupation and population information from the population census and
farm value and size, livestock, and crops from the agriculture census were the main areas
of investigation. Such is the information that was obtained from the census records to
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draw comparison with the archaeological data that shows success and failure in rural
settlement patterning.
The final step was to include information drawn from the population and
agriculture census records. For this, the population data were gathered from the handwritten schedules taken by census offices during each census. These are the same census
schedule forms that are so often used by genealogists and historians. The original handwritten schedules were chosen over other forms of census information because they
provided a more detailed snapshot of the individuals living in Kemper and Lauderdale
counties during each decade. There are several key issues that needed to be considered
while the information was being analyzed. The first was that the census was first taken in
Kemper and Lauderdale counties in 1840, so there is a gap in information between 1790
and 1840. Even when the census records are available, some information may not have
been recorded. Such was the case for the 1850 Lauderdale County census. The names of
the individuals were taken, but their occupations were not recorded. A second issue that
needed to be considered was that a majority of African Americans were not included in
the standard population census until 1870, after the American Civil War. The African
American population made up the majority of the population in both Lauderdale and
Kemper counties. When they were finally included in the standard census in 1870,
profound changes took place in the information recorded in that decade’s census records.
The analysis of the population census records focused on three areas. These
included recording the number and type of all occupations, populations of Kemper and
Lauderdale counties, and finally the populations of the county seats in Kemper and
Lauderdale counties. The census material was selected by recording the information on
the first randomly selected page of each census for both Kemper and Lauderdale
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counties. Once the first page of information was recorded, two pages were turned and the
information was recorded for the third page, and so on until 10 pages of information were
obtained. Then the information was broken down into smaller tables and graphs based on
the different occupations. The information gathered for county and city populations is
shown on line graphs for general comparison.
The agriculture census records were taken at the same time as the standard
population census. This information is available on the United States Department of
Agriculture website as a PDF for each year from 1840 to 1950. The agricultural census
contains a range of useful information on farmstead agriculture. The selection of
information from the agricultural census focused on four main areas. Those were farm
values and acreage information (including farm size), number of farms, livestock
information, and crop information. Specific total amounts were recorded for each
category in Kemper and Lauderdale counties. The farm values and acreage information
included data on improved acreage, total farm numbers, farm size in acres, total farm
value, and total value of all machinery. The livestock information included total counts
on cattle, working oxen, horses, asses and mules, pigs, sheep, and total livestock value.
The last agriculture census category for crops included information on cotton, tobacco,
wheat, oats, corn, and forest products.
The agricultural census information for Kemper and Lauderdale counties was
compiled and placed into graphs based on those four categories. As with the standard
population census schedules, some small gaps in the information were noted. The
biggest gap in the information was found between the 1910 and the 1930 census records.
For the 1920 agriculture census, totals were recorded by state but not for the individual
counties. This gap was partially remedied by inclusion of the 1925 agriculture census,
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but information recorded for farmers was limited during that year. Despite these few
shortcomings, the information drawn from the historical records was invaluable for this
thesis.
Post Office Data
Historic post office data acquired for this thesis include all the known post office
locations in or near the study area, the founding and closing dates of each office, and
information about each post master, including their names and appointment dates (Parmer
1983). The information drawn from this data set provides valuable insight into the
development of the area, both in terms of community infrastructure and communication
links. The duration of each post office reflects the needs of the particular area served. If
a post office was in operation for a long period of time, the community surrounding that
post office would be considered thriving. If a post office location was only open for a
few years, the need was not sufficient in the local community to warrant keeping the post
office in operation. The post office data are able to provide information about success
and failure of the surrounding area at the scale of the community. Because of this, the
post office data are an invaluable part of this thesis work.
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CHAPTER IV
STUDY AREA HISTORY
The study area became a part of the United States on April 7, 1798 when the
Mississippi Territory was created (Busbee 2005). The time between 1798 and statehood
in 1817 was a relatively slow period for the area that would later become Kemper and
Lauderdale counties. Most population growth in the state at that time was seen in the
area around Natchez and on the Mississippi River. The territory was indirectly impacted
by the effects of the Creek Indian War and the War of 1812 (Parmer 1983). It was not
until well after statehood in 1817 that portions of Kemper and Lauderdale counties were
heavily settled. In 1820, the number of settlers in Mississippi had risen to 75,000
individuals, and 44 percent of those were slaves (Busbee 2005).
The official opening of the study area to settlement was in September 1830, with
the signing of the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek in Noxubee County (Busbee 2005).
Between 1830 and 1860, the area developed a strong agricultural economy as the
population increased and land was put into cropland production. The population of
Mississippi increased from 375,651 individuals in 1830 to 791,305 people in 1860
(Busbee 2005). Cash crop agriculture and the slave-based economy of the South were at
their peak before the American Civil War. Slave labor and cotton was found in Kemper
and Lauderdale counties, although the rough and steep terrain found in the study area was
not favorable for the large plantations found along the banks of the Tombigbee and
Mississippi Rivers. Farms between 20 and 499 acres encompassed 85.3 percent of those
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in Mississippi in 1860 (Busbee 2005). Also during this time frame tensions between the
southern and northern states were mounting. A series of progressively more heated
events pushed the issue of slavery to the forefront of the nation’s attention. Such events
included the failure of the Compromise of 1850, the Bleeding Kansas riots, and the brutal
beating of Senator Sumner on the floor of the senate. The final straw for many states,
including Mississippi, was the election of Abraham Lincoln, an abolitionist senator, as
president of the United States in 1860.
Kemper and Lauderdale counties suffered during the American Civil War just as
the rest of the country did, although no major engagements were fought in the area. The
Reconstruction period saw the decline of agricultural prices and the adoption of a
sharecropping agriculture economy. Mississippi remained under military law until 1877,
and was then readmitted into the United States. From 1870 to the 1930s, the agricultural
economy of Kemper and Lauderdale counties was based on the sharecropper business
model. Landless individuals agreed to provide labor to a land owner’s farm for a shared
return in the yearly harvest. The practice was initially successful, but the fall of cotton
prices put many sharecroppers further in debt as cotton production also declined. By
1920, the price of cotton had fallen to 38.5 cents a pound. In April of 1921, that price
had fallen to 9.8 cents a pound (Busbee 2005). Also, the total number of Mississippi
farms had doubled to 312,663 from 1890 to 1930 (Busbee 2005). The average farm size
in 1890 was 83 acres; this had fallen to 55 acres in 1930 (Busbee 2005).
The Great Depression further continued the financial and physical suffering of
residents of Kemper and Lauderdale counties from the 1920s. Some agricultural progress
was made with intervention of the federal government. Roosevelt’s New Deal
Government programs were created to help farmers with improved agricultural
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techniques and technologies, bring electricity to rural communities, and put individuals to
work to create better lives for themselves. The study area would not recover in a major
way until the start of the World War II in 1941. Even then, financial recovery would not
be seen in the area until after 1945, with the growth of more industry and improved
farming technology (Busbee 2005).
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CHAPTER V
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Archaeological and GIS Results
Figure 5.1 is a graph that shows the durations of the 65 occupations studied in
Kemper and Lauderdale counties, based on analysis of temporally sensitive artifacts. The
next graph (Figure 5.2) displays the durations for 59 occupations arranged by their mean
ceramic dates. Six occupations without ceramics in their artifact assemblages were not
included in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2 shows that the initial sites settled before 1850 in the
study area were classified as long-duration sites. These results correspond well with the
model in Table 1.1, with long-duration sites being the first settled in the study area. The
first short-duration site was not settled until 1860. Also, medium-duration sites were
settled at a faster rate, with a larger number of sites than both long and short-duration
sites. During the initial 40 years of settlement in the study area, settlement occurred at a
slow rate. Then, around 1860, the number of settled farmsteads dramatically increased.
The reason why the initial trend of long-duration occupations occurred was not revealed
in the site settlement graph (4.1). To investigate this trend, a statistical significance test
of site locations and soil suitability was performed and is discussed in the next section.
Settlement of the study area peaked between 1860 and 1890. This was a period of
rapid settlement and infilling of the study area. There was a slight difference noted
between the settlement rates of long- and short-duration occupations compared to
medium-duration occupations during the last ten years that sites were established. Long39

and short-duration site settlement peaked around 1880, while medium-duration
occupations continued to rise. After 1890, the number of farmsteads peaked in the area
(Table 1.1).
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Figure 5.1

Occupational duration spans for all 65 NAC sites.
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Figure 5.2

Chart of long, medium, and short occupation durations arranged by mean
ceramic dates
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The settlement patterns of the study area based on the mean ceramic dates were
mapped out spatially for a series of 6 maps (Figures 5.4 - 4.10). These spatially plot the
results of the data used in Figure 5.2. The archaeological site settlement graph for long-,
medium-, and short-duration occupations (Figure 5.3) compares well with the historic
population data for Kemper and Lauderdale counties (Figure 5.19). The historic
population data will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.

Figure 5.3

Cumulative graph showing long-, medium-, and short-duration occupations
by year initial settlement as estimated by mean ceramic dates.
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Figure 5.4

Map of the all NAC sites and post offices near the study area.
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Figure 5.5

Map showing occupied sites and post offices established from 1830-1840.
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Figure 5.6

Map showing occupied sites and post offices established from 1841-1850.
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Figure 5.7

Map showing occupied sites and post offices established from 1851-1860.
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Figure 5.8

Map showing occupied sites and post offices established from 1861-1870.
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Figure 5.9

Map showing occupied sites and post offices established from 1871-1880.
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Figure 5.10

Map showing occupied sites and post offices established from 1881-1890.

To investigate the relationship between site location and duration, a statistical
analysis was performed to understand the influence soil suitability had on occupational
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duration lengths. The GIS-based analysis employed a double-nested selection query to
determine the total number of sites located on each of the subcategories for the three soil
suitability classes. There are a total of fourteen different soil types located in the study
area (Table 3.1). Each of these fourteen soil types were grouped into their suitability for
three specific soil suitability uses: agricultural lands, housing, and pasture. A total of 65
archaeological sites (Figure 5.1) with historic occupations were used in the analysis.
Once the total number of sites was recorded for each subcategory for each soil suitability
class, a Fisher’s exact statistical analysis was performed to determine the significance of
site location and soil suitability on each occupation’s duration classification.
Table 5.1 shows the results for sites recorded on soil types classified by their
suitability for agriculture and row crop farming. The Fisher’s exact statistical test for
significance indicated that there was no significant difference between the number of
long-duration sites on “good” agricultural land compared to short-duration sites on
“poor” agricultural land. It was hypothesized that the quality of the soil upon which
farmstead was located on would have an impact on the occupational duration for that
farmstead, as stated in the model in Table 1.1. The agriculture soil suitability results
indicate that the quality of the land apparently did not affect duration lengths for the sites
located in the study area. A larger sample of farmsteads may have shown more of a
significant trend in the agricultural data. The next table (4.2) recorded the total number
of sites located on soils classified for suitability for building houses. Again, a Fisher’s
exact significance test was performed for the housing suitable soils. Unlike agriculture
results, the housing suitable soils results show that a majority of the occupations are
located on poorly suited or moderately suited soils for building houses. However, the
significance test indicates that housing-suitable soils, like agriculture-suitable soils, did
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not have an impact on the occupation duration lengths of the farmsteads located in the
study area. The final soil suitability table for pasture lands indicates that there was no
significant relationship between farmstead locations and occupational durations (Table
5.3). The results from all three tests produced non-significant returns for site locations
and soil suitability, suggesting that the factors that affect a farmstead's success or failure
are more complex than previously believed (Table 1.1). These results show that further
research is needed to better understand the selective pressures that influenced the
purchasing of particular land types and the settlement of newly acquired land holdings.
Table 5.1

Total number of sites for each agriculture soil suitability class.

Short Duration
Sites
Medium
Duration Sites
Long Duration
Sites

Unsuited
Cropland
5

Poorly Suited
Cropland
2

Moderately
Suited Cropland
3

Well Suited
Cropland
8

8

7

1

11

7

3

2

8

Degrees of Freedom = 6
P-value = .718
Not Significant
Table 5.2

Total number of sites for each housing soil suitability class.
Unsuited
Housing Soil

Short Duration
Sites
Medium
Duration Sites
Long Duration
Sites

Poorly Suited
Housing Soil

Moderately
Suited Housing
Soil
9

Well Suited
Housing Soil

2

6

2

10

14

1

1

7

10

2

Degrees of Freedom = 6
P-Value = .973
Not Significant
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Table 5.3

Total number of sites for each pasture soil suitability class.

Short Duration Sites

Moderately Suited Pasture
8

Well Suited Pasture
10

Medium Duration Sites

13

14

Long Duration Sites

8

12

Degrees of Freedom = 2
P-Value = .856
Not Significant
CC index
Ceramics proved to the most informative artifact type analyzed for this thesis.
Sherds were used to establish both relative occupation durations and specific dates for
each occupation using mean ceramic dating. Another area where ceramic sherds were
useful was in establishing a relative value for plain and decorated ceramics within each
artifact assemblage. High CC indices are an indicator of more economic success, while a
low CC index is considered a sign of less economic success. Using Miller’s (1991)
revised CC index for English ceramics, values were calculated for all plain and decorated
sherds (Figure 5.11). There were 58 sites with plain and decorated ceramics within their
artifact assemblages.
The average CC index value for the study area was 1.06: this can be interpreted
as a “lower class” CC index average according to research done by McBride and
McBride (1987). Their research suggests a “middle-class” income level for CC indices
between 1.20 and 1.30 and an “upper-class” income level higher than 1.30 (McBride and
McBride 1987). The five highest CC indices for occupations in the study area can be
classified in the “upper-class” income level. The only long-duration site among them had
a CC index value of 1.44 and a mean ceramic date of 1870. There were two medium53

duration sites with CC indices of 1.30 with mean ceramic dates of 1866 and 1871. There
were two short-duration sites that could be classified as “upper-class” income level
occupations. One had a mean ceramic date of 1852 with a CC index of 1.60, and the
other an 1873 mean ceramic date with a CC index of 1.30. After 1870, there were
declining trends in short-, medium-, and long-duration CC indices. Another interesting
finding was that the average short-duration CC index (1.09) was slightly higher compared
to the long-duration average CC index (1.05) and medium-duration average CC index
(1.06). The data from this analysis would benefit from a larger sampling of historic sites
with more ceramic sherds. All the ceramic sherds recovered in the survey work were
portions of plates; there were no bowls or tea cups included in the CC index analysis as
none were recovered.
The results indicate that the economic foundation in the study area was limited as
“access to economic goods is typically more restricted in the periphery” of developed
population centers (VanderVeen 2007). In addition, the results of the CC index analysis
show that economic prosperity of the study area peaked at the scale of local community.
The peak of CC indices coincides with the peak of settlement of farmsteads in the study
area. These data suggests that the economic development of the study area peaked at the
scale of the local community during the end of the 19th century.
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Figure 5.11

Graph showing the CC indices for long, medium, and short duration sites
Post Office Data

The data gathered for post offices in and around the study area provide an
invaluable look at the development of the hinterland between Meridian and DeKalb,
Mississippi. Post offices in the study area function as an indicator of community
development with the building of infrastructure. The information recorded for each post
office location included the founding date and closing date as well as the names of all the
postmasters who served there.
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Figure 5.12

Chart showing the durations for the post offices near the study area.

The most important information gathered from the post office data was the known
historic dates of operation. Knowing these important dates, I was able to construct two
graphs that track the total number of post office locations as they were established and
abolished in or adjacent to the study area. The first graph (Figure 5.12) indicates a small
but noticeable increase in the number of post offices before the start of the American
Civil War. The graph then shows an abrupt shift that might be attributable to a change in
the scale of selection (1858) from individual farmsteads to the level of the rural
community that the post offices were meant to serve (Table 1.1). The farmstead
settlement data parallel the post office data in Figure 5.9 as a clear indication in shift the
scale of selection and development of the study area (Figure 5.1). The second graph is a
reversal of the first graph. This graph recorded the total number of post offices as they
were closed down with the beginning of rural delivery of the mail in 1890 (Figure 5.14).
The closing of the post office locations after 1890 indicates a significant shift in the scale
of selection from the rural community to the level of the periphery cities like DeKalb and,
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more importantly, Meridian. The shift in the number of failed post offices is particularly
interesting because of the sheer increase in the number of closures around 1900. The
closing of post offices by the Federal government was a way to centralize and stream-line
the process of delivering the mail to the citizens of the United States. Although there was
a centralization of the mail delivery system, closures also are a clear indicator of the
declining small and rural communities in the study area (Table 1.1).

Figure 5.13

Cumulative graph showing the number of post offices established and
closed in the study area.
Population Census Analysis

The results for the population census analysis included three areas of information.
The analysis first recorded the number of jobs for Kemper and Lauderdale counties in six
job fields. Those fields were divided into agricultural jobs, commerce jobs, trained or
skilled jobs, domestic jobs, community jobs, and communication/transportation jobs
(United States Census Office 1830-1930). The results from the jobs census data for
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Kemper County show that agriculture-related jobs dominated all the other jobs fields
from 1840 to 1930 (Figure 5.14). There are some noticeable trends in the agricultural job
data. The first major dip occurred right before the American Civil War. Then, the
agricultural job numbers rose sharply in 1870. This sharp increase is probably due to two
factors. The first was the inclusion of newly freed-African Americans in the standard
census schedule. The second factor is an increase in population numbers in the county
after the Civil War. During this period after the war, a shift in the scale of selection may
be argued to have occurred, as people began to infill the county and develop the local
communities, as hypothesized (Table 1.1). The second trend in the agricultural jobs data
is the large drop in job numbers from 1910 to 1930, likely due in part to mechanization.
A part of this trend is the increase that was seen in the other five job categories at the
same time period. Before 1910, the other five job areas remained relatively flat and
specialized. The subsequent increase in specialists and the concomitant decrease in
agriculture-related jobs indicate that the level of selection had shifted from the
community to periphery cites like DeKalb and Meridian. The increase in specialist jobs
was an expected measure of success for peripheral cities, while the decrease in population
for Kemper County was posited as a measure of failure for the local communities (Table
1.1).
The same trend in agriculture-related jobs was indicated by the jobs data for
Lauderdale County, although the totals were more erratic than those in Kemper County.
The job totals for 1910 show a dramatic increase in agricultural jobs and a decrease in
specialist jobs. This is probably a byproduct of the random sample of the census in that
year in a rural area of Lauderdale County. The numbers increased from 71 jobs in 1900
to 262 jobs in 1910 (Figure 5.15). The same collapse in agricultural job numbers as in
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Kemper County was indicated after 1910. Those numbers fell from 262 jobs to no more
than 8 in 1920. The other five job categories in Lauderdale County had stronger numbers
over time compared to those found in Kemper County. The city of Meridian, Mississippi
is probably the key factor that attracted the variety of jobs that are found in the
Lauderdale County data. The large urban setting provided an opportune, rich
environment for individuals to engage in occupations other than agriculture. This is a
strong indication of the shift in the scale of selection from the rural communities to the
major city in the surrounding area (Table 1.1). Lauderdale County has been a more
metropolitan and affluent county than Kemper County, which has historically been
agriculturally based. The total jobs data show the divided nature of the two counties
well.

Figure 5.14

Kemper County job totals for 6 job areas.
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Figure 5.15

Lauderdale County job totals for 6 job areas.

The next area of the census analysis investigated was the total number and
average size of all farms in Mississippi from 1850 to 1950 (United States Census Office
1850-1950). The first bar chart graphs the average farm size in Mississippi for a one
hundred year period. Figure 5.16 indicates some interesting trends in the sizes of farms
during this period. Farm sizes increased from a large, 300 acre average in 1850 to an
even larger, 370 acre average in 1860. This period of time is considered the frontier or
initial settlement period in interior Mississippi, with individuals aquiring large tracts of
land. This is a clear and dramatic indicator that the scale of selection is at the level of the
individual farmstead (Table 1.1). After 1860, the average farm size began to decrease
until it bottomed out in 1930, with the average farm incorporating 55.4 acres of land. It
was during this time that the total number of farms in Mississippi reached its peak of
312,663 farms (Figure 5.17). The infilling of the state and of counties like Kemper and
Lauderdale witnessed the selling off of unused land to raise money, or dividing land
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among family members after a loved one had passed. At this time, the scale of selection
switched from the individual farmstead to the rural community as farm sizes decreased,
with the number of farms increasing as expected (Table 1.1). The number of farms in the
state of Mississippi peaked in 1930. After 1930, a slow but steady increase in farm sizes
was noted in 1940 and 1950. At the same time, the number of farms in the state began to
decrease, as more individuals moved away from agriculture to a more urbanized way of
life (Table 1.1). Again, this clear shift in the two data sets represents a shift in the scale
of selection. Although there is a shift in the scale of selection, it is not as abrupt or
dramatic as the decrease in average farm size from 1860 to 1870.

Figure 5.16

Graph showing the average Mississippi farm size in acres
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Figure 5.17

Graph showing the total number of farms in Mississippi.

The historic population data for Kemper and Lauderdale counties and their
respective county seats provide yet another interesting look at population movements
through time. Figure 5.18 graphs the historic populations of Kemper and Lauderdale
counties, as well as the county seat populations (United States Census Office 1840-1960).
For Kemper County, the county seat is DeKalb. Historic population data were first
recorded for the town in 1920. The county seat of Lauderdale County is the larger city of
Meridian. The first recorded population data for Meridian start in 1870. The county
population data for Kemper and Lauderdale counties go from 1840 to 1960. Figure 5.18
shows a number of distinct trends through time. The first trend that is noticeable is the
initial settlement of both Kemper and Lauderdale counties. From 1840 to 1870, the total
number of individuals in both counties were fairly similar, with similar rates of growth.
It is not until 1870 that the two county populations start to differentiate. This shift in the
two population trends indicates a change in the scale of selection from the individual to
that of the rural community. This shift is also reflected in the increases in the number of
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farmsteads and post offices and acts as a measure of the success of the study area during
this time period. The large increase in population in Lauderdale County is due in part to
the booming of Meridian as a major center of trade and railroad hub for the surrounding
area (Table 1.1). The population in Kemper County saw only modest increases compared
to Lauderdale County. The infilling and development of rural communities peaked in
1940 for Kemper County. This is second major shift noted in Figure 5.18. From 1940 to
1960, the population for Kemper County returned to near 1850 levels as some 10,000
individuals left the county over that twenty-year period. The abandonment of Kemper
County bears a strong resemblance to the total number of Mississippi farms (Figure 5.17)
in its peak and decline. Again, this change can be explained by the shift in the scale of
selection from the rural community to that of the periphery towns such as Meridian
(Table 1.1). Figure 5.19 best represents the change in the scale of selection, as Kemper
County lost nearly half of its population while Lauderdale County and Meridian showed
continued growth from 1940 to 1960. It is likely that some, if not a majority, of the
individuals who left Kemper County found a new life in Lauderdale County or Meridian.
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Figure 5.18

Graph of the total historical county and county seat populations.

The final data set from the population census recorded information for farmers’
personal property values from 1850 to 1870 (Figure 5.19). The population census only
recorded information for three decades. Even so, this time period provides an excellent
opportunity to analyze the wealth of farmers before the American Civil War and
afterwards, during the reconstruction period from 1865 to 1877. The data reflect the
height of the antebellum agricultural wealth of the study area. Kemper and Lauderdale
counties paralleled each other through the time period and recorded similar rises and falls
in the value of personal property. The data show that the 1850 levels were just under
$1,000 dollars for both counties. Then, in 1860, the values increased to $5,550 dollars
for Kemper County and $5,000 dollars for Lauderdale County. The economic growth
from 1850 to 1860 is a strong indicator of the success that individual farmers had during
the initial settlement of the study area. After the war, those values fell to near-1850
property value levels in 1870. These data give a clear indication of the amount of wealth
that was lost by Kemper and Lauderdale farmers after 1865. The dramatic impact and
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aftermath of the American Civil War coincided with the shift in the scale of selection for
the study area. This is a prime example of the individual success and failure that was
hypothesized in Table 1.1 at the scale of the individual farmstead and local community.
The war had a long-lasting and depressing impact on the economic growth of the study
area. Similar drops in the agricultural census records were found between 1860 and 1870
as results of the war.

Figure 5.19

Kemper and Lauderdale County averages of farmers’ personal property
values.
Agriculture Census Analysis

The agricultural census schedules from 1840 to 1950 provided invaluable
information for 110 years of recorded agricultural history for Kemper and Lauderdale
counties (United States Department of Agriculture 1840-1950). The data were divided
into three categories for analysis. The first analysis employed data for total numbers of
livestock. The data were divided into two groups. The first group included data for cattle
and swine, the two dominant livestock species in both counties (Figure 5.20). The
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second group included data for secondary livestock species such as sheep, horses, and
ass/mules (Figure 5.21). The second analysis involved the monetary values for total farm
values, total value of machinery, and total value for livestock (Figure 5.22). The third
and final analysis used total crop production and total improved acreage for Kemper and
Lauderdale counties (Figures 5.19). The former included data for major and secondary
crops such as total wheat production, total oats production by the bushel, and tobacco
production. Figure 5.20 graphs data for the total improved acreage in both counties.
The analysis of primary livestock totals produced an interesting trend for cattle
and pig numbers through time (Figure 5.20). This striking trend was the replacement of
one livestock species with another over time (United States Department of Agriculture
1840-1950). From 1840 to 1910, total swine numbers dominated all other species, but
after the start of the Civil War in 1861, swine numbers fell dramatically in 1870. Those
numbers recovered and peaked in 1890, but began a slow decline that would continue
until 1930. Cattle, on the other hand, experienced a gradual decline from 1840 to 1880.
After that time, cattle numbers surpassed swine total numbers between 1910 and 1930.
This shift in the two livestock species likely represents a shift from a subsistence
livestock economy to a more market-driven livestock economy as beef and dairy products
increased in popularity. This change from subsistence livestock farming to a specialized
market-oriented strategy can be explained as the switch in the scale of selection from a
rural community level to that of the wider economic level of the peripheral towns (Table
1.1). Meridian, Mississippi is a primary example of a local trade and transportation
center where farmers’ products could be sold and shipped to larger markets.
A similar shift in livestock was recorded for secondary species. Sheep, like
swine, were gradually replaced by asses and mules, which were used as draft animals for
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working row crops and general labor around the farm (Figure 5.21). These data indicate
a similar shift in the agricultural economy for Kemper and Lauderdale counties around
1910 (United States Department of Agriculture 1840-1950). The scale of selection
moved from rural community to the periphery cities as agricultural strategies became
more specialized and focused on particular markets. The increase in ass and mule
numbers is likely related to the increase in improved acreage from 1870 to 1925. The
decrease in sheep numbers from 1850 to 1925 is perhaps the tail-end of a trend of
yeoman class, subsistence farmers who invested in a wide variety of agricultural pursuits.
This represents a change in the scale of selection from individual family to the rural
community, and finally to peripheral cities (Table 1.1). The yeoman farmer subsistence
strategy changed as cash crop agriculture, such as cotton production, took over in the
Deep South. There was also a noticeable decrease in all primary livestock numbers from
1860 to 1870 during the American Civil War. There is a second decrease in the total
numbers between 1900 and 1930, along with strong rebound in 1940. This is a trend that
was seen in all the agricultural census data.
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Figure 5.20

Primary livestock totals for Kemper and Lauderdale counties.

Figure 5.21

Secondary livestock totals for Kemper and Lauderdale counties.

The second category of information drawn from the agricultural census included
total values for farms, farm machinery, and livestock for Kemper and Lauderdale
counties (Figure 5.22) (United States Department of Agriculture 1840-1950). The data
for the two counties are similiar through time. The total values for each of the three areas
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show the two high points in the southern agriculture economy around 1860 (scale of
individual farmstead) and 1910 (scale of local communities). The fall of farm values
after 1860 was dramatic. What is more stunning is the 40-to 50- year time span it took
Kemper and Lauderdale county farmers to recoup farm values not seen since 1860 (scale
of the individual farmstead). In addition, the decline recorded in farm values after 1910
was more extraordinary than the decline after 1860. It is often asumed that the
Reconstruction Period after 1865 was the hardest time known to the Deep South
economically. The data reported here indicate that the series of recessions and
depressions from 1910 to 1930 had a farther reaching impact than the fall of Southern
antibellum plantation society after 1860. Figure 5.22 clearly shows two prominent peaks,
1860 and 1910, in the farm values of Kemper and Lauderdale Counties. Decline in the
agricultural economy was expected for the study area during the turn of the twenthieth
century (Table 1.1). However, the dramatic crash in the data after 1910 was a surprise.
Another interesting observation should be noted in Figures 5.22, 4.17, and 4.18. These
three data sets reach a plateau around 1910. Once the farm values began to decline, 20
years passed before reactions occurred in the average farm size and total farms data sets.
This is a prime example of the effects of a shift in the scale of selection (Table 1.1).
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Figure 5.22

Major Kemper and Lauderdale counties agriculture value totals.

The final information drawn from the agricultural census schedules included
information for primary and secondary crop types (Figure 5.23) and total number of
improved acres (Figure 5.24). The first graph of crop data includes total crop numbers of
wheat production, oats production, corn production, tobacco production, and cotton
production (United States Department of Agriculture 1840-1950). This graph shows the
prominent peaks and valleys of corn production that were seen in Kemper and
Lauderdale counties. The corn production data correlated well with the expected shifts in
the scale of selection [from what to what?] through time as suggested in Table 1.1. As
the data indicate, corn was a staple food crop for human and livestock consumption in the
two counties. Corn can easily be considered the most important crop grown by the area’s
farmers. The data indicate that staple crops like corn act as a barometer for the economic
health of the area. The information on corn production was very helpful in identifying the
expected changes in the scale of selection.
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The second most important crop behind corn production was cotton. These two
crops provided the mainstay of the food and income that Kemper and Lauderdale county
farmers relied on from 1840 to 1930. The total production numbers for wheat, oats, and
tobacco only contributed a very small amount to a narrowly focused, market-oriented
agricultural economy. Cotton prices diminished after the Civil War to a fraction of their
former highs. Even so, farmers knew that gins would always buy cotton, even though the
prices may have been depressed. The same could not be said for crops like tobacco,
wheat, and oats. The market was not there for such crops. Such crops were only grown
by farmers to supplement small vegetable gardens for family consumption, hence their
low production numbers after 1910. The move from subsistence farming to marketoriented farming indicates a switch in the scale of selection from the rural community to
the wider market economy of the peripheral cities with larger markets.

Figure 5.23

Major crop and secondary crop totals for Kemper and Lauderdale counties.
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The last graph (Figure 5.24) shows the total acreage of all improved farmlands in
Kemper and Lauderdale counties (United States Department of Agriculture 1840-1950).
This graph shows two distinct peaks in the data around 1860 and 1910, respectively.
Each of the peaks in the data coincided with the expected changes in the scales of
selection, similar to those in the farm value data (Figure 5.22) and corn production data
(Figure 5.23). The first peak in the data, around 1860, was the peak of improved
farmland acreage during the end of the frontier period. After the American Civil War in
1865, improved farmland acreage fell to all-time lows. By 1880, the total acreage of
improved farmland was on the rise until it peaked again around 1905. From 1905 to
1930, the amount of improved farmland fell to the 1860 level as farmers were turning to
other agricultural activities or moving to other areas for better economic opportunities.
Clearly, after 1910, the agricultural economy in Kemper and Lauderdale counties was in
decline, as hypothesized in Table 1.1, with a shift in the scale of selection from rural
communities to the peripheral cities.

Figure 5.24

Total improved acreage of farmland in Kemper and Lauderdale counties
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Conclusions
The goal of this research was to use archaeological survey-level collections to
create occupational spans for selected historic occupations in Kemper and Lauderdale
counties, to investigate the success or failure of farmsteads within a historic settlement
pattern. It was hypothesized that occupational durations could be used to measure the
relative success or failure of farmsteads in the study area. To create the duration
estimates, artifact time spans were employed to ascertain the earliest start date as well as
the latest end date for each selected occupation. In addition, mean ceramic dates, flat
glass dates and brick index dates were used to anchor the duration spans for better
accuracy. The dates also were used to organize the data through time, in order to study
change. Once the duration spans were known, they were mapped in GIS. Analyses were
used to identify the relationships between occupation location and soil classification of
each location for suitability for housing, agriculture and herding. CC indices were
calculated for all assemblages with decorated sherds to investigate the economic status of
each occupation based on those values. In addition to the archaeological survey data,
Federal post office data were used to study changes in the scale of selection within the
study area. The last portion of this research included historical population and agriculture
census data as a means to establish additional line of evidence to investigate success or
failure of farmsteads in the study area.
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The Fisher’s exact significance test using site location and soil suitability classes
and subcategories showed that soil suitability ratings were not significantly linked to the
length of site durations. Although the results showed there was no significant
relationship between site location, soil types and duration length, the relationship
between site locations and the physical landscape deserves further testing in such a
manner. It is possible that other variables not considered in this thesis influenced the
occupational durations of the farmsteads located in the hinterland of Kemper and
Lauderdale counties. Another way to investigate whether and how environmental factors
shaped early settlement of the study area might be to include variables such as locations
of natural springs and other perennial water sources, elevation, slope, etc. In addition, the
historical land cover derived from government land office survey notes could provide
valuable information about the land cover considered desirable by early settlers. These
environmental parameters, along with the soil data, could be analyzed via catchment
analysis to see how they relate to the short-, medium-, and long-duration sites. A
distance analysis could also be employed to analyze the proximity of each of the
additional environmental factors in relation to site duration length. In addition,
reconsidering how occupational duration is determined (e.g., by choosing a different
whiteware end date) or classified may be necessary to better understand the relationship
between site location and site duration.
The CC indices were limited due to small sample sizes, but the results seem to
indicate that the economic height of the area occurred from 1860 to 1880. This also
represents the core of the mean ceramic data as well. After 1880, there was a steady
decline in the CC indices for long-, medium-, and short-duration sites. Larger samples of
decorated ceramic sherds would provide more detailed information about the economic
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health of the farmsteads in the study area. However, some adjustment over time might be
necessary given the increasing predominance of whiteware over time.
I highly recommend additional work with the material record to investigate shifts
in the scale of selection. Archaeology should provide further physical proof of these
changes occurring in the study area. For example, the diversity and range of
manufactured artifacts could provide a good indicator of a farmstead’s connection to the
developed market-economy. A large number of food cans and soda bottles can represent
a farmstead’s switch from subsistence farming to an increased reliance on canned or
bottled food products; similarly, a decrease in canning jars might be expected.
Additionally, the size and density of an occupation can provide relative information about
the relative success of a farmstead. Density can be characterized as occupational
intensity, “the number of artifacts deposited in a given unit of space/time” (Peacock
2004:1). Also, increases in the number of industrial sites such as grist mills, saw mills,
gins, and dipping vats through time can provide an indication of increased specialization
and industrialization. Structural artifacts can provide similar information about an
increase reliance on manufactured goods and shifts in the scale of selection. For
example, the use of standardized bricks, window glass, and manufactured nails would
indicate an increased reliance on extra-local supplies, while the increased presence of
such artifacts may indicate remodeling or updating of older homes. The presence of
electrical insulators, wiring, and switches can also indicate a shift in the scale of selection
from the local community to that of the peripheral cities. Further consideration of the
archaeological record as means to measure the shifts in the scale of selection should be a
significant part in any future work on the subject.
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The post office data were used as way to investigate the demographic and
economic development of the study area. As the area was settled after 1830, post offices
were established at a steady rate until around 1860. At that point in time there was a
shallow, but noticeable, increase in the number of offices. This is a possible indication of
a shift in the scale of selection from individual farmsteads to that of the rural
communities (Table 1.1). The number of post offices locations peaked around 1885. At
the height of the development of the communities, the post offices introduced free rural
delivery of the mail to each home in the immediate area in 1890. A large number of post
offices were closed in a short period of time as part of the centralization of the rural
postal system. At that point, the settlement structure of the study area changed, with
another shift in the scale of selection from the rural community to that of the competing
peripheral towns like Meridian and DeKalb (Table 1.1).
Additionally, the population and agricultural census data provided detailed
information about the study area from 1840 to 1950. The census information revealed
shifting agricultural economic strategies and occupations through time. The most
valuable information drawn from the census schedules was related to the economic health
of the study area over time. The most pronounced trends indicated sharp declines in farm
values, improved acreage, crop production, and total livestock numbers. A known
historical event that can be linked to downturns in the agriculture and population census
information is the American Civil War (1861-1865). The Civil War caused significant
drops in the agriculture production due to a lack of labor and money and reduced access
to markets. The infrastructure of the plantation system had been devastated by occupying
Union armies and the abolishment of slavery. These factors ruined the economy of the
study area for a number of years. The failure of farmsteads in the archaeological record
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paralleled the census data trends. The number of occupied historic sites steadily declined
from 1890 until 1950. The downward trends in the census data occurred during the same
time period, reflecting the change from the rural communities to the larger competing
peripheral markets like Meridian, as expected in Table 1.1. Also, the introduction of
rural delivery of the mail and the massive closure of post offices occurred at the
beginning of that time period.
I proposed that shifts in the scale of selection occurred as the study area was
settled and developed through time. The scale of selection was thought to begin at the
individual or family level in the initial time period. Then, as more individuals moved to
the area and community infrastructure was developed, the scale of selection changed to
the community level (Table 1.1). The data in this thesis suggest that such shifts in the
scale of selection did indeed take place (Table 6.1). The number of farmsteads that were
settled from 1830 to 1860 increased slowly and steady, but after 1860 there was a rapid
increase in the number of settled sites. The similar increase in the number of post offices
in the study area around 1860 parallels the site data. These data support the idea of
shifting scales of selection over time. In the early “frontier” years, farm size averages
were higher than those during the later, peak period of occupied sites and the
development of community infrastructure. During the peak of community development,
farm size averages fell to all-time lows. The fall in farm size averages could be due to
increased competition between farmers for land. The dates obtained from the various
data sources examined for this thesis suggest that this initial shift occurred around 1859
(Table 6.1).
As communities changed and farmsteads were abandoned (Table 6.1), the scale of
selection changed again from the rural community to larger peripheral markets like
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Meridian. During this shift in selection, the population of Kemper County decreased,
while the population increased for Lauderdale County as people moved into the booming
area around Meridian. The population data indicate that the population for Kemper
County was at its height in 1930, when farm sizes for the state were at their lowest point
historically. There was a direct relationship between the sizes of farms and the number of
farms for the state of Mississippi. An average date for this second shift in the scale of
selection is 1908 (Table 6.1). It should be no surprise that all of the data sets are related
in many ways, as they are not independent measures. Some of those connections were
identified in this thesis while others have yet to be identified.
The changes identified in the historical data and the post office data did not
directly indicate specific causes contributing to the abandonment of farmsteads in the
study area (Table 6.1). They also show that the development of historic settlement
patterning is incredibly complex due to changes in society, the economy, and technology.
Even with this complexity, historic settlement patterning studies are scientifically
productive, and more research is warranted in an evolutionary vein to identify ultimate,
rather than proximate, causes of change.
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Table 6.1

Table of data sources and calendar dates for shifts in the scale of selection
Data Source

Shift in Scale of Individual

Shift in Scale of Local

Farmstead /Local

Community /Peripheral

Communities

Cities

1860

1880

CC Index Values

1860

1880

Post Office Data

1858

1905

Jobs Data

1870

1910

Total Number of Farms Data

1850

1930

Average Farm Size Data

1860

1930

--Kemper County

1850

1940

--Lauderdale County

1860

1910

Farm Personal Value Data

1860

-

Cattle/Swine Data

1860

1910

Secondary Livestock Data

1855

1900

Farm, Livestock, &

1860

1910

1860

1900

Total Farmland in Acres

1860

1905

Average Date of the Shift in

1859

1908

Archaeological Survey
Results

County Population

Machinery Data
Major and Secondary Crop
Data

Scale of Selection

Future Research
During the progress of this research, several areas needing further investigation
were found. A more in-depth search for land tax rolls, land deed records, church records,
and postal receipt records could provide a richer picture of communities as a whole. The
wealth of historic materials is vast and informative. Certain historic records, such as the
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population census and agriculture census schedules, are able to provide reliable data that
are useful in a systematic and scientific archaeological research design.
A number of occupations were excluded from this study based on their small
artifact collections. The smaller occupations have the potential to provide valuable
information about the early settlement in the area, and indeed for all periods, given that
occupation size and artifact density may be directly related to duration, argued here to be
a measure of relative success. However, the lack of non-perishable cultural material at
the earliest occupations makes the estimation of occupation durations much more
difficult when compared to later 19th and early 20th century sites. If all the recorded
historic occupations in the study area had been included in this research, a number of
issues would have to have been taken into consideration and the research redesigned
accordingly. One of the major issues that would need to be resolved is the consequence
of artifact density on estimates of the relative duration length of each historic occupation.
Each occupation’s artifact density and duration information would need to be statistically
normalized so each occupation could be accurately compared with the others.
Another artifact analysis that would be beneficial to include in a future research
design would be to investigate the range and amount of domestic manufactured goods in
each artifact assemblage. Such an analysis could provide valuable information about
each occupation’s connection to a market-oriented economy and the modernization of the
farmstead. Also, as noted above, an analysis of structural material such as nails, bricks,
and window glass can provide valuable information about an increased reliance on
manufactured hardware as an indicator of shifting scales of selection, while the presence
of new technologies such as telephones and electrical-related artifacts can provide
indications of a shift in the scale of selection from local communities to peripheral cities.
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An increase in the locations, numbers, and variety of industrial sites should be included
into any future work. Additional work in identifying more environmental pressures that
could have effected the settlement of the study area would be beneficial to any future
work as well. Still another data set that could bear directly on the questions raised in this
thesis is cemetery data, which should be especially useful in tracking the relative success
of local communities over time.
Despite the limitations encountered, the use of survey-level information has
numerous advantages compared to phase II and phase III testing. Phase I survey data are
rapidly obtainable and ideal for broad-ranging research questions such as settlement
pattern studies. There is a large amount of phase I survey work being conducted by
cultural resource management companies and universities like Mississippi State
University. The data are available and informative, if precise questions are asked and
correct methods are used to analyze the data.
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WINDOW GLASS DATA
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Table A.1

Window Glass Data

Site #
12,13
19
23
28
31
33
40,41,42
44
48
54
56
58
62
77
82
89
92
94
96,124
101
102,104
106
107
108
109
113
116
119
141
145
150
151
159
165
188

Total Shards
11
8
1
4
5
4
2
no glass
56
9
4
2
4
3
4
10
7
6
7
no glass
no glass
1
3
1
no glass
no glass
1
no glass
5
11
3
no glass
2

Average Thickness
2.45mm
2.5mm
1mm
2mm
2mm
2.25mm
2mm

Glass Date (Moir 1983)
1919
1923
1797
1881
1881
1902
1881

2.25mm
1.8mm
2mm
2.5mm
2.25mm
2.33mm
2.5mm
2.4mm
1.85mm
2mm
2mm

1902
1872
1881
1923
1902
1909
1923
1914
1869
1881
1881

2mm
2mm
2mm

1881
1881
1881

2mm

1881

1.8mm
2.36mm
2.3mm

1864
1912
1909

2mm

1881

no glass
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Table A.1 continued
201
212
215
216
227
228
231
234
236
242
271
273
290
298
299
303
320
321
323
327
328
339
342
360
362
367
368
377
384
389
395

17
3
no glass
1
no glass
4
no glass
3
5
3
1
no glass
6
3
9
11
8
1
4
no glass
1
1
18
3
no glass
5
4
no glass
14
27
no glass
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2.35mm
2mm

1910
1881

3mm

1965

2mm

1881

1.6mm
2.4mm
1.66mm
2mm

1853
1915
1853
1881

1.83mm
2mm
2.3mm
2.36mm
2.12mm
2mm
2.25mm

1867
1881
1902
1912
1892
1881
1902

2mm
2mm
2.77mm
2.33mm

1881
1881
1946
1909

2.4mm
2.5mm

1915
1923

2
2.14mm

1881
1894

APPENDIX B
SITE CERAMIC DATA
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Table B.1
Site #

Site Ceramic Data

Ceramic Type
12Fine Earthenware Plain
12Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
12Fine Earthenware
12Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
12Fine Stoneware Plain
12Fine Stoneware Salt Glazed
12Porcelain Plain
12Coarse Earthenware
12Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
12Coarse Stoneware
12Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
12Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
13Fine Earthenware Plain
13Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
13Coarse Stoneware
19Fine Earthenware Plain
19Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
19Fine Stoneware Plain
19Coarse Earthenware
19Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
19Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
19Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
19Coarse Stoneware Plain
19Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
19Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
19Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
19Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed/Salt
Glazed
23Fine Earthenware Plain
23Fine Earthenware Plain
23Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
23Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
23Fine Earthenware Floral
23Fine Earthenware Banded/Annular
23Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
23Coarse Earthenware Plain
23Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
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Color
White
Light Blue
Green
Green
White
Brown
White
White
Brown
white
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int./White ext.
White
Yellow
Grey int./Brown ext.
white
Green
white
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
White, Blue Tinge
White
Dark Blue
Dark Blue, Green
Dark Blue, Green
Brown
Brown, Green, Yellow
White
Yellow int./ Yellow ext.

Count
28
2
1
2
1
1
8
8
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
9
4
7
4
2
6
1
4
2
5
3
1
1
14
5
11
1
2
6
1
4

Table B.1 continued
23Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
23Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
28Fine Earthenware Plain
28Fine Earthenware Banded/Annular
28Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
31Fine Earthenware Plain
31Coarse Earthenware Plain
33Fine Earthenware Plain
33Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
33Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
33Fine Stoneware Plain
33Porcelain Plain
33Coarse Earthenware Plain
33Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
33Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
33Coarse Stoneware Plain
33Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
40Fine Earthenware Plain
40Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
40Fine Earthenware Plain
40Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
40Fine Earthenware Floral Embossed
40Coarse Earthenware Plain
40Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
48Fine Earthenware Plain
48Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
48Porcelain Plain
48Coarse Earthenware Plain
48Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
48Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
48Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
54Fine Earthenware Plain
54Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
54Fine Stoneware Plain
54Fine Stoneware Transfer Print
54Fine Stoneware Embossed Edge
54Porcelain Plain
54Porcelain Decorated Transfer Print
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Brown
Red int./Grey ext.
White
Brown
Grey int./Grey ext.
White
White
White
Dark Blue
Purple, Dark Blue
White
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
White
Light Blue, Grey
White, Blue Tinge
White, Brown Banded
White
Dark Blue
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Light Blue int. Light Blue
ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Yellow/Red, Light Blue
White
Light Blue, Purple, Green
White
White
Green/Pink

1
1
5
1
1
2
2
21
1
2
3
1
4
5
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
4
6
2
3
5
3
1
2
14
4
2
1
2
4
3

Table B.1 continued
54Coarse Earthenware Plain
54Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
54Coarse Porcelain
54Coarse Porcelain
56Fine Earthenware Plain
56Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
56Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
56Fine Stoneware Plain
56Fine Stoneware Transfer Print
56Porcelain Plain
56Coarse Earthenware Plain
56Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
56Coarse Porcelain
58Fine Earthenware Plain
58Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
58Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
58Fine Earthenware Floral Embossed
58Fine Earthenware Banded/Annular
58Fine Earthenware Spongeware
58Fine Stoneware Plain
58Coarse Earthenware Plain
58Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
58Coarse Stoneware Plain
58Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
58Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
62Fine Earthenware Plain
62Coarse Earthenware Plain
62Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
62Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
62Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
62Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
77Fine Earthenware Plain
77Fine Stoneware Plain
77Porcelain Plain
77Coarse Stoneware Plain
77Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
77Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
77Coarse Porcelain
82Fine Earthenware Plain
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White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Pink/Green
Green
White
Green
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
White
Dark Blue
Red, Green, Light Blue
Green, Dark Blue
Red, Light Blue
Light Blue
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Brown int.
Black int.
White
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
Grey ext.
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
White
White
White
Light Blue
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
White

3
1
1
1
39
2
1
7
1
2
5
1
5
42
1
1
2
1
1
2
8
2
2
2
1
9
6
1
2
5
2
12
2
1
1
1
2
1
44

Table B.1 continued
82Fine Stoneware Plain
82Fine Stoneware Banned/Annular
82Porcelain Plain
82Porcelain Colored Glazed
82Coarse Earthenware Plain
82Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
82Coarse Earthenware Edge Decorated
82Coarse Stoneware Plain
82Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
82Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
89Fine Earthenware Plain
89Fine Stoneware Transfer Print
89Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
89Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
89Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
92Fine Earthenware Plain
92Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
92Fine Stoneware Plain
92Porcelain Plain
92Porcelain Transfer Print
92Coarse Earthenware Plain
92Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
92Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
92Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
92Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
94Fine Earthenware Plain
94Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
94Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
94Fine Stoneware Plain
94Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
94Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
94Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
96Fine Earthenware Plain
96Fine Stoneware Plain
93Coarse Earthenware Plain
96Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
96Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
96Coarse Stoneware Plain
96Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
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White
Light Blue
White
Dark Blue
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Dark Blue
White
Yellow, Pink, Light Blue
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Pink/Green
Yellow int./ Yellow ext.
Brown int.
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Green
White
White
Red, Green, Light Blue
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int.
White
Grey
Pink/Green
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Light Blue
Grey int./Grey ext.
White
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
White
Brown int./Brown ext.

2
1
2
1
13
12
1
3
1
5
3
2
1
1
1
41
1
8
2
2
4
1
2
3
1
27
2
1
2
2
1
6
10
3
12
10
2
3
1

Table B.1 continued
101Fine Earthenware Plain
101Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
101Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
100Fine Earthenware Spongeware
100Fine Stoneware Plain
100Coarse Earthenware Plain
100Coarse Stoneware Plain
100Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
102Fine Earthenware Plain
102Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
102Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
102Fine Stoneware Plain
102Coarse Earthenware Plain
106Fine Earthenware Plain
106Coarse Earthenware Plain
106Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
106Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
106Coarse Porcelain
107Fine Earthenware Plain
107Porcelain Transfer Print
107Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
107Coarse Stoneware Plain
108Fine Earthenware Plain
108Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
108Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
108Fine Stoneware Plain
108Porcelain
108Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
108Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
108Coarse Stoneware Plain
108Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
108Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
108Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
108Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
109Fine Earthenware Plain
109Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
109Fine Stoneware Plain
109Porcelain Transfer Print
109Coarse Earthenware Plain
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White
Light Blue
Pink, Light blue
Red
White
White
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
White
Green
White
White
White
White
white
Grey int./Grey ext.
Grey int./Grey ext.
White
White
Light Blue, Pink, Green
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
White
Brown
Light blue, Pink
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int.
White
Brown
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
White
Dark Blue
White
Red
White

41
3
6
1
8
15
7
2
24
1
1
5
5
29
2
1
1
1
8
1
2
1
21
1
3
7
1
1
2
6
1
1
1
1
12
1
7
1
1

Table B.1 continued
109Coarse Stoneware Plain
109Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
109Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
113Fine Earthenware Plain
113Fine Stoneware Plain
113Porcelain Colored Glazed
113Coarse Earthenware Plain
113Fine Earthenware Plain
113Porcelain Plain
113Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
113Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
119Fine Earthenware Plain
119Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
119Fine Stoneware Plain
119Porcelain Plain
119Coarse Earthenware Plain
119Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
119Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
141Fine Earthenware Plain
141Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
141Fine Stoneware Plain
141Porcelain Plain
141Coarse Earthenware Plain
141Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
141Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
141Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
141Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
145Fine Earthenware Plain
145Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
150Fine Earthenware Plain
150Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
150Fine Stoneware Plain
150Coarse Earthenware Plain
150Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
150Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
150Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
150Coarse Stoneware Plain
150Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
150Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
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White
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Brown ext.
White
pink, Green
White
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Brown ext.
White
Green
White
White
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Black int./Black ext.
none
White
Green
White
Light Blue, Red, Green
White
White
Grey ext.
Black int./Black ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Brown
Brown int./Brown ext.

3
1
1
21
7
1
1
5
2
2
1
5
1
3
1
2
2
2
25
1
2
1
3
12
3
1
1
1
1
24
1
7
8
1
1
1
6
1
1

Table B.1 continued
150Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
150Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
151Fine Earthenware Plain
151Fine Stoneware Plain
151Fine Stoneware Colored Glazed
151Coarse Earthenware Plain
151Coarse Stoneware Transfer Print
151Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
159Fine Earthenware Plain
159Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
159Fine Earthenware Banded/Annular
159Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
159Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
159Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
159Fine Stoneware Plain
159Coarse Earthenware Plain
159Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
159Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
188Fine Earthenware Plain
188Fine Stoneware Plain
188Porcelain Plain
188Porcelain Decorated
188Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
188Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
188Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
188Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
188Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
201Fine Earthenware Plain
201Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
201Coarse Earthenware Plain
201Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
201Coarse Porcelain
215Fine Earthenware Plain
215Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
215Fine Stoneware Colored Glazed
215Coarse Earthenware Plain
215Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
215Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
215Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
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Black int./Grey ext.
Black int./Brown ext.
white
White
Green
White
Dark Blue
Grey int./Grey ext.
White
White
White
Yellow
Yellow
grey
White
White
Grey ext.
Black int./Black ext.
White
White
White
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Yellow ext.
Grey int./Grey ext.
White
Green
White
Light Blue, Light Blue
White
White
Blue
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Black int./Black ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Grey ext.

1
2
2
3
3
1
1
3
6
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
4
3
5
1
1
33
1
1
5
5
1
2

Table B.1 continued
216Fine Earthenware Plain
216Coarse Earthenware Plain
216Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
216Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
216Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
216Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
227Fine Earthenware Plain
227Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
227Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
228Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
228Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
228Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
228Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
231Fine Earthenware Plain
234Fine Earthenware Plain
234Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
236Fine Earthenware Plain
236Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
236Porcelain Plain
236Porcelain Decorated
271Fine Earthenware Plain
271Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
271Fine Stoneware Plain
271Porcelain
271Coarse Earthenware Plain
271Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
271Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
271Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
271Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
271Coarse Porcelain
273Fine Earthenware Plain
273Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
273Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
273Fine Stoneware Edge Decorated
273Coarse Earthenware Plain
273Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
290Fine Earthenware Plain
290Fine Stoneware Plain
298Fine Earthenware Plain
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White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Grey ext.
Green int./Green ext.
Black int./Black ext.
White
White
Grey int./Grey ext.
Dark Blue
Black int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Dark Blue
Brown ext.
White
White
Black int./Black ext.
White
Dark Blue, Red
White
White
White
Gold
White
White
White
Black int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown int./Grey ext.
White
White
White
White
Green
White
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
White
White

10
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
2
9
1
1
1
1
3
1
8
2
1
1
23
1
3
2
9
7
5
1
1
1
32
1
2
2
5
2
1
4
20

Table B.1 continued
298Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
298Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
298Fine Earthenware Floral
298Fine Stoneware Plain
298Porcelain Plain
298Coarse Earthenware Plain
298Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
298Coarse Stoneware Plain
298Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
298Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
298Coarse Porcelain
299Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
299Coarse Earthenware Plain
299Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
303Fine Earthenware Plain
303Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
303Fine Stoneware Plain
303Coarse Stoneware Plain
320Fine Earthenware Plain
320Coarse Earthenware Plain
320Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
321Fine Earthenware Plain
321Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
321Fine Stoneware Plain
321Porcelain Plain
321Porcelain Decorated
321Coarse Earthenware Plain
321Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
323Fine Earthenware Plain
323Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
323Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
323Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
328Coarse Earthenware Plain
328Coarse Stoneware Plain
339Fine Earthenware Plain
339Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
339Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
342Fine Earthenware Plain
342Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
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White
White
White
White
White
White
Brown ext.
White
Brown ext.
Grey int./Light Blue
White
Dark Blue
White
Grey int./Brown ext.
White
Black
White
White
White
White
Purple int./Purple ext.
White
White
White
White
Green, Red
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
White
Green
Red
Yellow, Green, Black
White
White
White
White
Black int.
White
Green

1
1
1
1
1
10
2
3
1
1
3
1
3
1
9
1
4
1
2
1
1
24
1
4
1
2
6
4
5
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
16
1

Table B.1 continued
342Fine Stoneware Plain
342Fine Stoneware Transfer Print
342Fine Stoneware Colored Glazed
342Porcelain Plain
342Coarse Earthenware Plain
342Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
342Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
342Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
342Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
342Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
342Coarse Stoneware Plain
342Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
342Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
360Porcelain Plain
360Coarse Earthenware Plain
368Fine Earthenware Plain
368Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
368Fine Stoneware Plain
368Porcelain Plain
368Coarse Earthenware Plain
368Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
368Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
368Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
368Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
368Coarse Earthenware Transfer Print
368Coarse Porcelain
377Fine Earthenware Plain
377Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
377Fine Earthenware Painted
377Fine Earthenware Plain
377Fine Earthenware Edge Decorated
377Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
377Fine Earthenware Floral Embossed
377Fine Earthenware Painted
377Fine Earthenware Colored Glazed
377Fine Earthenware Banded/Annular
377Fine Stoneware painted
377Coarse Earthenware Plain
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White
Light Blue
Yellow int.
White
White
Brown int./Grey ext.
Yellow int./ Yellow ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Grey ext.
Brown int.
White
Brown int./Brown ext.
Brown
Beige
White
White
Yellow int./ Yellow ext.
White
White
White
Light Blue
Red int./Red ext.
White
Black int./Grey ext.
White
White
Blue Tinge
Black
green, Light Blue
White
Dark Blue
Black
Light Blue
Red, Light Blue, Green,
Black
White, Yellow
Brown, Yellow, White
Black
White

18
1
1
4
24
4
3
6
5
4
7
1
1
1
2
12
1
6
1
11
1
2
3
1
1
3
3
2
1
10
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

Table B.1 continued
384Fine Earthenware Plain
384Porcelain Plain
384Coarse Earthenware Plain
384Coarse Porcelain
389Fine Earthenware Plain
389Fine Stoneware Plain
389Porcelain Plain
389Coarse Earthenware Plain
389Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
389Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
389Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
389Coarse Earthenware Colored Glazed
389Coarse Stoneware Plain
389Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
389Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
395Fine Earthenware Transfer Print
395Coarse Earthenware Transfer Print
395Coarse Stoneware Colored Glazed
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White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
Yellow int./ Yellow ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Grey int./Grey ext.
White int./Dark Blue
White
Black int./Grey ext.
Brown int./Brown ext.
Dark Blue
Dark Blue
Brown int./Brown ext.

5
2
1
1
12
1
1
2
1
2
1
3
2
1
2
14
5
2

APPENDIX C
MEAN CERAMIC DATES
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Table C.1
Site #
12,13
19
23
28
31
33
40,41,42
44
48
54
56
58
62
77
82
89
92
94
96,124
101
102,104
106
107
108
109
113
116
119
141
145
150
151
159
188
201
212
215
216

Mean Ceramic Dates
Ceramic Count
60
50
47
7
4
38
9
0
20
36
64
65
25
24
85
8
65
41
39
83
37
29
12
46
27
30
10
15
49
2
40
8
17
15
9
7
69
20

Mean Ceramic Date
1873
1862
1859
1876
1885
1868
1862
0
1864
1873
1876
1875
1875
1864
1873
1866
1872
1867
1871
1870
1876
1878
1873
1861
1858
1873
1862
1848
1872
1875
1869
1831
1875
1859
1876
1871
1873
1871
106

Table C.1 continued
227
228
231
234
236
242
273
290
298
299
303
320
321
323
327
328
339
342
360
362
367
368
377
384
389
395

7
13
1
4
12
0
42
5
42
8
15
6
45
8
0
2
6
98
3
0
0
42
29
0
13
22

1865
1877
1885
1878
1871
0
1881
1847
1866
1874
1865
1885
1871
1879
0
1860
1876
1860
1861
0
0
1865
1852
1867
1858
1852
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APPENDIX D
CC INDEX VALUES
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Table D.1

CC Index Values

NAC Sites
19
23
28
31
33
48
54
56
58
62
77
82
89
92
94
101
106
107
108
109
113
119
145
150
151
159
188
201
215
216
227
228
231
234
236
271
273
290
298
299
303

Mean Ceramic Dates
1862
1859
1876
1885
1868
1864
1873
1876
1875
1875
1864
1873
1866
1872
1867
1870
1878
1873
1861
1858
1873
1848
1875
1869
1831
1875
1859
1876
1873
1871
1865
1877
1885
1878
1871
1870
1881
1847
1866
1874
1865
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CC index Value
1
1.07
1.03
1
1.04
1
1.22
1
1.01
1
1
1
1.3
1.01
1.03
1.44
1
1.3
1.04
1.02
1
1.12
1
1
1.23
1.08
1
1
1.01
1
1.24
1.09
1
1
1.12
1
1
1
1.03
1.15
1.04

Table D.1 continued
320
323
328
339
342
342
360
368
377
384
389
395
96,124
102,104
12,13
40,41,42

1885
1879
1860
1876
1860
1860
1861
1865
1852
1867
1858
1852
1871
1876
1872
1862

1
1
1
1.12
1.01
1.01
1
1.02
1.09
1
1
1.6
1
1.01
1
1
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